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Heaving with ebb and flow, eternally
Along the rocky coast it pours its rout
Of waves, with constant roar, as of some stout,

Hoar monster, fierce with grief or savage glee.
Dark Afric hears, methought, that thundersound,
And Indian rivers; lone Pacific isles
Arising, as the brown earth wheels its round,
It with vast whisper grieves the pale moon's
hight.
With how great songs, 0 God, Thdu ik

and affect our destiny,
such an array of irrefutbelievers in evolution
find supporting their

Jour.

The other day we received a communi-

blamed.

for

taking

If pastors

tages of

with

communications

certainly

shows

more

the

of

advan:

pulpits, they

would

practice it oftener tham' they do.

It se-

cures greater variety than the same
minister can give, however much he may
seek
for it. His congregation will listen better

to him after hearing
body

else.

It makes

occasionally

some-

an ‘agreeable

change

for the congregation.
But perhaps the
minister does not like to exchange; he
cannot preach so easily to a strange conThen he ought to exchange |
gregation,
often and get used to it, for his own benetit. He may expect to do more good by
it, as an audience usually listens more attentively to a stranger.
Some congregations are unwilling .to have their ministers
exchange.
We have known this in cases

be-

haying.

My

companion

said,

and

save

book

of the

them.

.The

world

most wonderful

was written

by un-

at any rate, they would afterwards appreciate more highly their own minister.

Infts review of the literature of the
World men-

Charles Reade, the fa-

novelist,

mous’ English

been silent

has

throughout the year. Mr. Reade's conversion to the Christian religion hds changed

him, as the Sunday School Times says on

the authority of recent secular correspond-

ents, from ** the most ferocious of egotists,” into a ‘‘gentle and unassuming”
man, The Zimes well adds, ‘‘It is certain that the Christian religion is the relig-

ion for well-known novelists, and famous
statesmen,

and

loud‘mouthed

members of

zealous

infidels, as

scientists,

and

truly as

for

When

Mr.

Bible-classes.”

Reade is again heard from, we shall probably get something different from his

works

already

published,

which

the

world, not without reason, has applaud-

ed so loudly. He has, usually, we believe,
written with a definite moral purpose; but
we expect

from him hereafter still higher

aims, a purer tone, and a nobler influence.
Or, it his aims, well enough in themselves,

remain substantially the same, they will,
‘we anticipate, be pursued

in a spirit, and

by methads of expression, more distinctively Christian than ever before.
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‘When:the spirit. boils: and the temptation :

cruel words,
|i izong toto utteraterbik andand. cel
words,

her | is strong

rable

pum!

ftous exprobdion,gp another

the moral corruption of

men before God,

is so obviously shown in their love of
evil, in their weakness under temptation,
in their difficulty of willing steadily as
God wills and in their innumerable crimes
of heart and hand, that one must be

very

much blinded by his theories to deny it.
The Christian teaching of the new birth
also, has a multitude

of witnesses

in its

favor that cannot be impeached.
Regenerate men, loving the holiness in God and
man which they once hated and hating
the sin which they once

loved,

are

facts

testifying to the doctrine of regeneration.

velopment or for the action of earth worms
Although the seriptural doctrine of sal-

vation
by, faith suggests a truth wholly
mental and shut away from positive tests
of its value, yet a vast amount of object-

tive material upholds it.

We

look to see that faith in
men.

need

Christ does

but
save

It saves them from the love of sin,

the sense of condemnation, from acts of
wickedness and a debilitated will. It
saves them for delight in righteousness
and devotion to it. It inspires the heart
to benevolence,

nerves

the hand,

opens

the pocket, and quickens the intellect to

That we look in vain,

though

for such a character,
all

literature,

ancient

and

elsewhere,

we

search

modern,

is

another fact. This Judean peasant has a
majesty, wisdom, grace and power unThat Christ, as a natural
equaled.
phenomenon, cannot be explained, is
another fact. The attempt made by Renan,

Strauss, and the whole Tiibingen school,
leaves him still unexplained. His matchless pietare cannotbe the patch-work of

various

rude artists in a rude age.

has a symmetrical,

natural

personality

with such an origin.

He

unified,

harmonious,

utterly

inconsistent

Besides, if our Lord

is but a natural man. exaggerated, why
has not the wisdom of nineteen Sentaries

been able to surpass him?

Taken as he is presented

to us, it is “

fact that there is but one place to” which
he can be assigned, and that is, ‘* with

the Fagher on his throne.” The doctrine
of his divinity is only; transcript of the

pecially dear
to him in a favorite text;
and both join hands in condemning the re-

vision.

telligent ‘ men, as

Jcience.

those of history

and has no real

or

substantial

support.

As a rule, it pertains,as far as any one individual

is

concerned,

more

to

things

in detail, and perhaps non-essentials,
‘than to the general character and impres-

ment times it was

Even in dim Old Testasaid,

¢ Ye

shall "not

turn aside to the right hand nor to the left”

“thou shalt be perfect,” ““let your heart be

perfect,” “I will behave myself in a perfect way,” “I will walk within my house
with a perfect heart,” &c., &. The Saviour

added

emphasis,

with

increased

light: ¢ Beye therefore perfect, even
as your Father which is in Heaven is per-

these promises, dearly

responded pleasantly: ¢ Oh, faid of older and more correct manuscripts

yes,” and to show that he was. fairly on | than did those who produced the Authorhis feet in the matter, he began to refer to ized Version. Both the Old and the New
the substance of some of my articles which Versions aré@she
fruitage of the best
had been published months before. I at} scholarship of the times in which they have
once set him down as one of my assured {| respectively appeared. It is not presumpgr

g

privilege of 811.

but at once

Pen

Ioaders,

tir

{ tion to affirm that no other class of men in

i Single ipSance was
Mr more,
pleasing and
encouraging
than the
hypothetical statement that once appeared in the Siar, as an inducement to
writers to put into, its. ‘columns their
best thought,—that }
this medi-

um

they

influence
argument

be

by

ness to the Lord”: = “¢ Having

therefore

beldved,

let us

cleanse ourselves from all filthinesgjof the
flesh and spirit.” Now emphasize every
word of this text, especially commencing
with promises,and we have human exertion
and divine grace working together for
the perfection of a most beautiful charac-

"either period could have done better. It is
oF
j
1 also safq to agsume: that the scholarship of
|3
(to-day is broader: and mere critical than
|

ter. Then, further, we have, ¢¢ ynto a
perfect man; unto the ‘measure ofthe

years

and without offense till the day of Christ,”

ago, while it is no less devout. The New
Version comes to us, as’ it must, as the
were
able t 9 address and |
‘average judgment of the revisers; andit
an immense, audience. The
‘can hardly be expected that any one of
fortified, as it seemed to
them approves of itin every particular.

* blameless and harmless,” ‘‘unreprovable
in His sight,” ‘perfect in’ Christ Jesus,”

irrefragable

logic,

Tan some

|

that of tivo hundred ;and seventy

“| Much less could this be expected of all its

stature of the fullness of Christ,” “sincere

« perfect and ¢omplete,” &e., &o.

Itisa fact nothou ghitful person would dispute that God’s grace is sufficient to ‘complete the character of his people ; that he has

HARPER'S FERRY OORRESPONDENCE.
The

incessant rains

that number of homes, And,as the averagei ust as the Old Version did of the literary

family is composed of five persons, there

pirit of the period in which it appeared.

ingly weak.

Often in the times of the an-

cients,and of the apostles,and in our times,
He has made human weakness illustrious,

of the

week

before

Christmas left us little prospect of success for
ourexhibition atthe close of the term, Dec. 23d,
by which, together with'a. festival, we had
planned to raise money toward a large clock
for our mew chapel. Friday morning, however, the sun shone brightly, and every body

went to work with good
part in the prgparations.
Though

our hopes

courage to do his

were

again

darkened:

about noon by showers from clouds that had
overspread the sky, we were glad that it had
been pleasant long enough for us fo procure
the evergreens for our usual Christmas decora-

tions.

The zeal with which all, especially

students, engaged

in the

work

old

of preparing

our old chapel for these last services reminded
one of the solicitous care
tend to the last wants
lavish fondness with

sad duty,

with

which

we

at-

of dear omnes, and the
‘which we perform that:

the adorning of the abandoned clay.

for its burial,
The profusion of wioaths, festoons
and
spirals left nothing to be desired, even
by
those to whom these old . walls were endeared

by many

years of unstinted, loving service,

rewarded by a degree of mutual confidence between teachers and pupils unusual; and it sad dens us to think, as our school grows to such
large proportions, that our intimate knowl—
edge of individual pupils must become more

limited.
* In the interval between the completion of our
preparations and the beginning of the exer
¢ises, while the rain was pouring in the black
darkness outside, we were startled by a thunderbolt in the form of a message from our doctor tLat there was a case of small pox in the

edge of
away.

Bolivar, about a quarter

of a mile
:

., If there had been time and opportunity for
us to tell the people that were coming to our
teachers’ convention, which we always have
Christmas Woek usk.w bere it was, and that

what thus: “The Star has some eight renders, An exact statement, however, 3 wonderfully strengthéned and exalted
thousand subscribers, that is, it goes into
artakes of the scientific spiritof oufag | many who, of themselves, had boen exceed: | |

tbe

e:

it on Camp Hill,

ur

p

away

« A=

it was; he attendance’wasge Iorrer than we ex=
pected, but we missed many Wio/have nevex-

fore one’s communications in the Star}{ All things considered, it has claims to be
reach forty thousand readers!
{ regarded as the best expression of the
Youn
n, if you have any anxiety:
ri
ag
a To
Se
VA mind
of God through the sacred writers
inthis Hine, SI “G40 reasonably assure] that has ever been given to the English
yourself that any one of your communij- | speaking people. Indeed, is it not de-

as many have witnessed and experienced.
There is something wrong, we .conclude,
in that that the examples of abundant
grace and strong faith are not common

clared to be such by those who are best
capable of passing critical and” trustworthy judgment upon it? It was with much
propriety that Dr. Phillips Brooks recently
said in a public address:
¢ Should

Hestorf of the Pennsylvania State college, no
stranger to us; for, three years ago, he assisted
us ‘eight weeks gratuitously in our summer

instead of exceptional. The wrong, doubt-

school.

less, lies at our door.
1. The majority of professed Christians
do not comprehend
the duty
and possibility of thorongh personal self-

From the query-box in which questions are
deposited by the members of the Institute,
this one, Ought teachers to be employed. who
drink intoxicating liquors? elicited a discussion unusually earnest from the fact that a
white teacher who had started te walk from his
school in Maryland to his home a little distance
from here, to spend Christmas, was found on
the railroad with two bottles of whiskey in his

cations, taken at

random,

unless

exem- 4

plarily short and sharp, has secured one
thousand readings, it is probably all the
encouragement and inspiration the case
i{
admits of, and still it is enough to put
you on your best eadeavor.
|
However all this may be, it remains
that ti¥ newspaper, both religious and
secular, the newspaper in its besl estate
of course, is a
medium
of
communicating such useful information, and

of cultivating such intelligence among the
people at large, as can be supplied by
other known means.

no

The secular; press of to-day, in its best
estate as before,is an improvement on the
past. It not only discusses political, financial, and social questions, but often stoutly advocates moral reform, and conveys
to us no inconsidable amount of religious
intelligence. Some of the most popular:
papers, whatever deficiencies they may
have in other respects, bring to us weekly,

some one come to me, and ask me ‘What is

Christianity ?’ I should feel in duty bound
to give him the Revised Version, rather
4 than the Authorized, as containing the
| better expression of its truths and spirit.”
9 We believe
the ripest culture and the
1 most devoted piety of England and America combined to be insubstantial accord
with him. Do not many of those who oppose the New Version have their faces set
towsrds yesterday?
The character and claims of the Revised Version being such, the duty of
religious teachers respecting it is obvious.
They should use it. As a mere commentary to aid in the study of the Authorized
Version, it is invaluable.
The Sundayschool teacher can find ne better lessonhelp ; and as such it should always be
close at hand. Let it be read at the de-

denial and culture, and so live on

of compromise with their
siong and propensitigs.

terms

wayward

2.”Faith is feeble, us to the

pas-

abundance

of spiritual endowment God’s people may
have.
8. The absolute subserviency of business, to the spirit and ends of religion, is
not sufficiently apprehended, and hence,
as a rule, it may be feared, professed
Christians fall into the spirit and policy of
worldly men in the prosecution of worldly business. But business must not, in
kind, nor in the degree of thought and
energy to be given if, conflict with, but
must actually subserve,

the spiritual con-

cerns.

before failed to come.
The last two.days were

ble by the.valuable

made

very

.
profitas

services of Prof. J. W.

pockets, his head severed from his body

by

the cars.
One present knew him fo be a very
good teacher.
Let us hope that his tragical
death will serve as a warning to counteract the
effect of his bad example.
:
If I should complete the list of startling
events, crimes and ¢asualties of this Christmas,
beginning with the arrest after a brisk skirmish of five well-armed highwayman, politely
called tramps,by twelve railroad men, and ending with the tragedy in the bar-room of the
hotel in which a youth of seventeen, who has
long been the terror of the neighborhood was

shot dead by the officer who wus sent to arrest
him, or with the wounding of the marshal a
day later‘when he was searching for the $150

Nothing is more common than the plea, dollars worth of goods that had been stolen
“I ‘cannot so control my
thoughts from one of our grocers, there would be no
to tell about our New Years prayer
and feelings, nor so resist the opposing space
meeting, a pleasanter and probably, to the
votions of the family, in the social meetelements of society, as to preserve con- readers of the Star, a more interesting subings, and even in the public congregation,
stant devotion to the right, and peace of ject.
and let no apology be made for doing it,
mind.” But men of the world are often
It was the last to be held inthe old chapel
for it is the Word of God. Is there a
ipracticing the most astonishing self~de- already bereft of its school seats and desks to
prejudice agaiast it on the part of some?
not only teaches orthodox Christian | The Christian scholar and teacher owes it nial, in their choice of one object or pleas- supply the new. (We did so want all new
Patients, seats for our beautiful new room but the mondoctrine and sound morality, keeping us, as a duty to aid. in breaking it down, ure in preference to another.
ey came too slowly.)
Like all New Years’
posted on the workings of Christianity, Truth is sacred and should mever be reduced in physical and mental vigor, meetings, as well as individual
musings, this
deny
themselves
foed,
society,
recreaboth at home and abroad, bat it does not sacrificed upon the altar of superstition.
was full of retrospects. Many present could
shrink from grappling with the questions Bibliolatry should be demounced aad dis- tion, anything, in the hope of recovering recall the moment of their spiritual. birth in
health.
Christians, in numbers sufficient this room, and in it had been performed wedof seience and philosophy which have to carded.
to
argue
the common duty and privilege, dings and funeral services, not a féw, in the
do with the character and success of the
The day may come when the English
twelve years, almost toa day, that’ this" place
have
defied
themselves of ev erything, of
cause of Christ.
speaking. people will have a better exhad been to us:school-room, hall and chiirch.
Happy the family that weleomes these pression of the mind of God through the life itself, if need be, for the service of And we bad to think over those who have
the Master. The facts, there is truth in shared our joys and
weekly visitors, and makes them the sub- sacred Writers.
sorrows here, now, we
If so, such expression
the
old adage:
‘‘Where there is a will, hope, free from grief and pain on the other
ject of thought, of conversation, ‘and of | will be joyfully welcomed.
Meanwhile
criticism, and thus fills up, in the domestio | let us fccept the one which we now Have. there is a way.” The human will is next shore. In this year’s roll of dead, larger than
circle, many an interval of time that other- and make the most of it. We do wot or- to invincible, and the decisions and exer- any before, we count one who, sent by the
American Missionary Society to Africa with
wise would remain as hideous: blanks, or: dinarilyP refuse the |Zoo thitigs ol to-day, T tions of this will, seconded by the grace her husband, is buried there
with him.
something worse. James Parton says, ‘because we hope for better things to-mor- ' Tor Him who ‘‘ worketh in men both to | With all these memories crowding upon us
will
and
to do,” are sufficient forall things. it seemed like sacrilege to cut this room
“To put the American Encyclopedia row.
up for
a home, is like

sending

amily to college.”

Let there be cherished ‘a profound con-

the whole

We are, then, safe in

saying that to put a good religious and’
a good secular paper into a home, is like|
sending the whole family,

at

least,

to

af

first class academy.
Pr.
@ +r
|

or¢

Still another misses the rhythm

or flow of words, a feature of the Old or
Authorized Version which is especially

the common 4 people. Something is wrong,
doubtless, in this estimate. ny
It is a fact, nevertheless, that the
Scriptures say very many plain things of
Christian growth aad perfection, of hu‘man “possibilities and divine endowments, and say them as though such
growth and perfection were the duty and

fect.” The apostles, true to the teachings
of their Leader, also emphasized ¢ holi-

qualities disclosed in his life.

{Thene illustrations of the facts of our
faith might easily be multiplied. They
are enough to show us that the traths of
Christianity rest on as solid a basis and
are as much entitled to the belief of in-

discovers

articles in the Star.” The deacon didn’t’ Revised Verson which should. newer be
look bewildered at all, as though at ai lost from view. It is the product of much
loss to know how he was to get out of it, time and painstaking. The revisers had the

facts:

a permanent

It might be more spiritual;

that

oy

regarded ‘ad enjoying
| than‘as’ having fe

sion of the whole.
;
There are considerations of a general
would be more interested in reading his: character to be urged in favor of the

sometimes.

"tions the fact

her

field, .

change.
Suppose they have one of the
best of ministers; they ought to be willing
that others should hear him, and it would
do them good to hear poorer preaching

wofld for 1881, the Literary

fury

is"

‘That's

do intelligent work for the salvation of
society at home and abroad. It isthe
righteousness of faith that sends missionia full or in part, the current discourse, of
aries to the heathen. It is the only
the
best pulpits in the land, a thing unrighteousness that does save men and |
known, so far as I can recollect, a‘half of
that can save them.
a century ago.
Even the doctrine of the divinity of
So too the religious newspaper, ' éspecChrist is supported strongly by outward ially when backed by the authority of
facts. His four
biographies are four somd standing evangelical association,

where very soon they sought

=ar

Ty

| 8 ichg Bete.
51
To 18 a'tact that those ‘men and” wo me
and’ Whe are Sisthashed d for their :

pleasing to him, and he partakes of the
‘same spirit. So, muchof the opposition
is founded upon mere Sentiment or fancy,

trict, we saw a man at work in the

many facts

in the burial of cities.

considered

exchanging

liberties

e

‘that he has been robbed of whit was es-

ex-

cation relative to a certain church, in In such men the renewal of chardcter
which it was said, * The first candidate which the church preaches is illustrated.
' was buried in baptism for about
three They adorn every community.
History
years.” We did not believe that the wri— ter meant just that, and consequently took | drops its€ale of war and crime to tell of
the liberty of changing it. We trust we the conversion of men like Augustine and
shall be forgiven. But
we respectfully Luther, like Bunyan, John Newton, Awful
. suggest to our good friends, whom we are
Millions of men
glad to serve, that they do not rely too Gardner dnd Africaner.
much upon editorial supervision, and try transformed by the Holy Spirit present
hard to say-~§ust what they mean in the a more convincing proof of regenefhtion
Sometimes edifewest possible words.
than Darwin has for the doctrine of dethe carelessly written
their correspondents.

|:

an act of justiceto a large class of subscribers, or ‘‘ readers” that read.
|
A pastor once took me around his
parich in his carriage for the purpose of
showing me some of ‘his people. As we.

for

book is superiorto the writers and to its
day. Itis not related to either as effect
| to cause, else why is not the world supplie
ith books of equal value? The
doctrine
of inspiration is drawn from"
facts and dees not go beyond them.
Then, too, the depravity of mankind,

It is time that we should hear of revivals in the churches,
We do not enh 5
citements that are *‘ worked up” sosfuch
‘4s an awakening that works down into the
heart and affects the very springs of
thought sud action.

tors are

Criticism’ As, Srbteds

were jogging along through a rural, disof Inspiration,

lettered men of an unlettered land, in
warlike, vindictive, inhuman ages. - The

wih
eagerness
the evidence of President
rthur’s purpose
to deal with polygamy in
Utah ag/James A.
it
Garfleld would have dealt

the

: BYRRV. J. Women.

|.

neath it—the superiority of the Bible one of my deacons, and I must introduce
to all other ethical or religious books, its ‘him to you.” So reining up to the stone
adaptation to the wants of character wall by the roadside, he beckoned himeto
everywhere, the elevation of society as its come to us. To this he at once respond.
teachings are received, the degradation ed, and the pastor had the politeness to.
of society as its teachings are rejected, add to the usual form of introduction
and its power to interest men in holy this remark : “I wanted you just to see.
things, to teach; comfort, purify, exalt my old teacher because I. thought you!

Beyond the town—a lonesome melody.

Trembling do hear it, from unnumbered miles

doctrine

ample,

Last night I lay beside the winter sea,
And, waking late, I heard the sound without
Of rain, snd heard far off the wild sea shout

from

time to regd the paper, thongh a week ‘or

mental truths of Christianity, those which

A LISTENER BY THE SEA.

We can appreciate this
nal and Messenger :

cent stamps, explain fully why you make’

In my

was no hesitancy on my part in calling’ Dave not the means {0° procure the Heated:
the attention of a regular subscriber
supplies themselves. tli
my articles, when warranted by a poy
‘Mss AppiE: Hazaiout; :
a
Taylor, Gortland Cos Ne wi]
occasion ; but I was often taken aback by i
his remarking that he had not found

‘| bat there are facts. of mind, motives,
choices, aims, states of character, ruling

WBEXEANDID

Again—* The Free Baptist”-

I began

press.

TSTEL TY

§

>

EDI

|

Jit Bm

=

SCHOOL.
Wonk

SELECTIONS. —

All I ask is that you enclose two three- |

ideas which do exhibit themselves in the two old, of ' that ‘he had'not noticed the:
outward life of men. The experiences article in" faestion. ‘This was'not ‘partic-'
i
which test Christian doctrine are not ularly flattering to'a 'young
writer, and
1
2 + altogether concealed. They project them80 1 left off such references’ forever.
9
society and are there made
: selves upon
Ido
not Bay that this kind of a rebuff{
3 visible. The doctrines themselves might was always in store for ine.It was not, as }
i be viewed as an induction from the facts
the following instance will show. It is]
presented in Christian life.
mentioned here because of its pleasing,
Thus it comes to pass that the funda- contrast with the one given above, and as

.

Jda Hazelton,

_ Ly a

* | Christ and those he carie to save.

1
i

Rev. 0. E. Baler,

Sig

Foselbiities ory w

Mission

The" assumption

and boastful.
It is true that the mind is a kingdom
from which the five senses are shut out,
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TO CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

POSSIBILITIES OFWILL AND GRACE.
BY REV. O. E. BAKER.

It is a fact that most professed Christians feel not a little dissatisfied with
their degree of spiritual attainment.

There is a sense of weakness in the presence

of

emergencies,

of

special

calls

viction that distinguishing strength and
power may be reached, and let the conviction prompt to the effort.. There is no

proportion between the nominal forces of
the church, and the good achieved.

The

fact is,the niost done is done by a few—the
faithful few but for whom how many
churches would fall to fragments. * Holi-

I write to ask any Christian worker who for godly service in the sick room, in the ness to the Lord” enters into the charreads this, and isin need of religious pa- | presence of death and in the revival acter “without which no man shall see
pers, tracts, Sunday-school books, etc., meeting. There is'a feeling of regret, not the Lord,” and is the power which alone
for distribution in poor neighborhoods, or
for poor Sunday -gchools, to write to me at

to say of condemnation,

once, and state just what is needed to én| they
FR
b}

Wd
(

3d

)

!

ispdequate to the rugged tasks committed
to Christ's associate reformers.
It is the
in the social distinguishing beauty of character which

in view of

how

little influence for good and against evil,
exert in the family,

4

other

purposes

small

pox

and

we wished

we

were rich

enough to keep it as it was for the sake of
Auld Lang Syne.
How. much the unfortunate affair of ‘the
will affect’ the size

of

the school,

which had previously reached 145, a half larger than any former year before Christmas, can
not

be known at present...

The numerous en-

quiries by mail, whether it will be safe to come,

we cannot answer positively Hil time enongh

has elapsed to show whether it is going to
spread.
Probably the plans wehad formed to *
draw in
close quarters as possible and
give up agalp some of the rooms occupied by

students befofe
Myrtle Hall was built, since
used by teachers’ families, won't need to be:

carried out.
B.
Harper'sderry, W. Va, Jap, 2, 1881. Hi
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sense at the expense of estheticism, exclaimed, when looking at the first prize
card, that she could see no yse for the

have all that is, neeessary,” she often said ; The same may be said of small pox,
‘‘they can be just what they choose in ‘scarlet fever, measles and many other dis-

exclusive, devoted to her ‘‘set,” and a
snubber of poor trash. She worshiped
money.

wh is quite sure to retain her common.

their dainty way the good wishes and

flit about at
old St. Nicho-

which
happy thoughts
Christmas-tide, and good

.parental love, but there is reason to fear
that these mere myths of the imagination

the children’s missionary meeting, as an
illustration of some heathen deity!
And
Iam sure all who have seen the card

are too often puf in the place of the diPerhaps,

. in’ many

a Christian

last

this

home, on

Christmas, the mysterious, intangible
Santa Claus has been 2a more real being
to childhood than the Holy Child who lay
in the manger at Bethlehem eighteen
hundred years ago. If history is true
and there ‘were shepherds®of old who

as having just

selfish, ease-loving worldling.
devotee

hope,

however,

that

our

less ones,

Him

Saviour,

should, not

be

BY

lady

sweetness

very

far

away

aims to cele-

I recall, now, a Christmas

my

not many years ago, when a young man,
a returned missionary, then studying ata
a theological seminary, came to me and
placed in my hand a box with a written
request upon its cover. It was a long
time, on account of the distracting tumult
of tramping feet and the babel of childish
voices, before I fully mastered the real

had

no

or

because

of

dullness, or because of her smooth-

years

before

It

who

said

his

“Kingdom

tastes, though, at the time, she

had

careless as to even that.

the

zation.

Sa-

the

disease

is not
«

lieve in a woman's right to speak in pub-

lic. I think she did, however, for she
often went to bear lady lecturers, and

She was

strict in her attendance on Sabbath worship, and took pains to inform herself on
the Sunday-school lesson. I must conclude that in these observances her religion consisted.
She
held
benevolent
causes in gfjisesteem, and spoke very
slightingly of them.. More than once the
Bible agent told sadly the tale of his dis-

book, ‘That is too touching for me,.I
then fled, sobbing,

in a little

‘Sabbath-school class, a passage occurred
in our lesson in which the Saviour opened
the Books .of the Prophets in a Jewish

thing ? Who can
what

least

donation to

tracts,.or

make

the cause.”

night was approaching

with

the

Though

and rain, and I was foot-sore and hungry,

the door was very coldly shut-in my face,
Can Christians thus treat a servant of the
Master? ”
ached

to hear his words.

pained and

knew

hurt, and

my

heart

I saw he was

did not wonder.

the lady would

I

say she was too

poor to give to such causes, but she could
have given the man a kind reception, a
warm supper and a bed to rest in, and
shown an interest in his work.

could

have given him a small

Yes, she

donation,

or bought a Testament, or a few tracts
for Sabbath-school ‘children, and
would

have

felt

it seems as if she
much

better

so

much

would

satisfied

then he

better,

have

and

been so

with ‘herself,

was

might.

darkness

I knew not how to answer;

too.

and

attention,

this

tell? I do

infection will sometimes cling

earthly-minded

woman's

The

remark of this worldling

was,
‘Miss G———''thinks to be a
church member
is all that is necessary to insure one of Heaven.” When an old
man died who,it was almost universally
believed, had been guilty of very dark
crimes in the course of his life, she said,
«He was a member of the church and so
had probably gone safely.” If this was her
belief, it was a bad one, a8 it had a pernicious influence on her life.
It made
her earthly-minded.
She had no real
sympathy with noble, self-denying work.
I do not think she believed in disinterestedness. It seemed affectation or foolishness.
There was nothing of the true,
warm-hearted friend in her nature.
She
liked to he popular, and made a surface

show of friendliness where it would pay.
There are many like her, even in churches, it is sad to'say.

They give great pain

to real living Christians.

Oh, that their

give

for I am not a bit good at feigning what I
do not feel, and the poorest hand to re-

tail news?
hand;
they

the dirt of this world when they
be shining lights to lead others

should
to the

I believe [ never have any on « true light.” Earthly-mindedness is as
people do mot tell me news, or if death tothe soul.
‘To be carnall
do, it ‘“ goes in at one ear and out at minded is death, but to be any

the other”—if it#nakes

even

transit across my

It does net stay

brain.

this

short

in memory, or I retain such a vague, im-

perfect impression, 1 dare attempt no rehearsal to another. But my friend was

skilled to relate the choicest little tit-bits
of news and gossip in a piquant and spicy mannet.
Even I developed some

minded is life and peace.”

yes.

DEL

Thank God,

LP

PREVENTION OF DIPHTHERIA.
BY HENRY REYNOLDS,
——

. Bveiy one will

M, D.

be disposed

to admit

that it is highly desirable to be able

to

tions for a while; but at length, it is no

receiving dnything in return, and I was
always in bankruptcy as to news. 1 had
none, or, if’ 1 had, I bungled and stam-

my face with an eager, almost breathless
suspense. shall never forget the cir- mered’ it forth in a style to repel rather
then please.

It was certain she consid-

variety

and

they will bring the sub-

information

concerning

the

It is sometimes

was

noticeably the case in Lyon, Mass., during
the year 1876.
;
Admitting that diphtheria is an infectious disease,
its prevention will be secured
by adopting such means as are found to
prove effective in other infectious diseases as small pox.
The only eflicient

meetings

than

those usually con-

for

Africa.

The Freedmen, properly educated, will
make capital missionaries for Africa.
After a careful study of the race for thirty

acter, make

a

quick

turn, a good use of

passing events, or take a good illustration

from

nature,

the

Africans

have

no

in suffering!
store for them

mission, for
experience to

be both presage and preparation.

Then

notice the discipline they have had as
soldiers in the camp, on the march, on

guard, in the battle, shoulder to shoulder
with

our

men,

sous, ‘brothers,

fathers,

bravely fighting for the Union, that they
ight know what war is, and what it

a

costs to secure

liberty and

and reconstructing of States, in the fram-

the

sick, using disinfectants freely, prohibit-

ing of constitutions, in making and executing laws, in all the varied and compli-

the disease, and thoroughly cleansing and
disinfecting all houses where the disease
of opinion in regard to the causes of diph- has occurred and all the clothing used
theria and consequently there is a differ’ ‘about the patients.’ When this 'is done in

cated duties of citizens, magistrates,
judges and rulers, that they may know

ence of views in regard to the best means

and plant these imstitutions and prineiples in the land of their fathers. And

Whatever the causes may

regard to diptheria, then will its ravages
bestayed and its spread brought under effi-

be, these must be removed or_cantrolled. | cient control as is that of small pox. Until
in order to secure exemption from tke such measures are adopted, the disease
will continue to ravage our’ cities and
ravages of the disease.
a

I believe that the church is

of a complete self-sacrifice, is a blemish

ard.

-

how laws, states and

nations

are msde

and sustained, and so be prepared to go

then, last and best of all, what an experi-

ence are they getting in the work of or-

are acting

upon her are gradually

overcoming’ her ineriness

her along.

and carrying

Ere long she will catch the

spirit of the age, and astonish the world
with the rapidity of her onward march.

The resources of the country are. simply
inexhaustible, and the Chinese are capable of the highest development.—(London) Missionary Herald.
. Missionary

News.

J]

- (GENERAL,
Mr. Robert Arthington
of "Leeds, Eng., has made a proposition

to the Wesleyan

Missionary Society to

give £2,000 as the nucleus of a fund for
establishing Wesleyan Missions in Central Africa along the route of Stanley and
Livingstone.——A
single copy of the
Za of Day was the means of the conver-

sion of a whole Brahman family of high
rank in Dainmari, Béngal, India.——Between 1870 and 1880 the average annual

gifts of

the

members

of

evangelical

churches in the United States to Foreign
Missions were twenty-one cents; to Home
Missions, twenty-eight cents.
EUROPE.—France.
It is proposed that
the government recover possession of the
Roman Catholic convents,
the value of
which is estimated at 712,038,980

francs.

—~—Paris contains forty regularly organized Protestant churches.——30,000 out
of 40,000 townships in France are open to
Protestant preaching.——In Toulon a
large Roman Catholic: church has been

rented

for evangelical

services, which

will seat 1,500 hearers.

The gospel is

now proclaimed there several times each

week,——An interesting feature of the
work in France is its spontaneity. Men
have become Protestants before they
have known the meaning of the word.
—~Italy.

Christian work is being

ried forwdrd in the Italian army.

car-

Since

1872 more than 700 soldiers have been
converted, and these men carry evangelical Christianity to many obscure villages
of

the

kingdom

homes.——Rev.

on

returning

to

Theophilus Gay

successful work among

their

has ©

the Jews in Flor-

On the recent fiftieth

anniversary of the missionary work of Rev.
ries at Athens, the king of Greece grace:

fully made a public acknowledgement of
the great services they had rendered to

the kingdom in that period.—— Spain.

A new civil code has been proposed by
the ministry, establishing civil marriage,

regulating inheritance, ete., ‘which’ will

strike a heavy ‘blow at the power of the

There.
n.
—— Germany.
priesthood in Spai
are ‘mow

9,717-:members

of

Methodist

churches in Germany “and Switgerland,

an increase of 273 during the past year.—

ganizing and running Christian schools | Bapt, Miss. Magazine:

ad Hin

Devienuny

{

+ CHINA 18 MOVING.—The mighty forces
which

Dr. Hill and his wife, Episcopal missions-

forming

from

of prevention.

rendered.

they are getting in civil and political life,

consist in separating

ing public funerals in case of death

honors a sacrifice for the purity of the

ence.——Greece.

in the use of the ballot, in the

from

broken,

save a nation from anarchy and ruin.
See, too, what experience and discipline

means ini this didedse has been found to
well

— Christ

are

on that * living sacrifice” which the Lord
Jesus Christ calls upon us and prompts
years—fifteen on their own
ancestral
us to make. Nay, more, I believe that
shores, and. now fifteen in this land of
‘the very offering of one has its effect upours—such js my conclusion concerning
on all, and that there is this vicarious sufthem. They have, naturally, some of the
fering and ‘this vicarious holiness, apd
best traits to fit them for mission work.
that God Almighty looks down into the
They are hopeful, for one thing, as every
dark places of the world, and he regards
missionary should be. During all the
those
places a little less dark and a little
‘long years of their bondage, and then
less dreadful when he sees the light of
during all the war, how did they hope on
one poor flame burning upon one soliand hope ever that deliverance would
tary
altar,
come, till come it did! They are natuLet
this, then, be the principle on
rally a social people. Getting a new
which you go. You can do very little;
idea, a new truth, they talk it over, pass
we individually do very little in this
it on, keep it going. The missionary
world; but you can put yourself into it,
must be social, if he will do the most
you
can give yourself to it, and then you
good. They are a sharp-minded, quick‘have made the grandest possible consewitted people. - For ability to read charcration and offering.— Rev. E. N. Pack-

ing the time the schools are in session,and

the

that

one—the body of Christ, and that Christ
calls upon his body to be a living sacrifice to himself." As any blemish on the
lamb that was brought to the temple for
offering neutralized its value, so any
blemish in our hearts, in the withholding

tained in the reports of the Q. M. clerks.

noticed

This

CONSECRATION.

lish, from time to time, fuller accounts of

these

that diphtheria prevails most in cities dur-

declines during vacations.

oF

principle in which it is made and the
completeness- of soul with which it is

superiors. They are of a tropical constitution, most happy, healthy, and most at
home in just such a climate as that of Alrica, It is their native clime—a fact
whose value can neither be denied nor
decomposing
organic matter shiélds’ over estimated.
them from destructive oxidation in the
Now, keeping all these natural qualificaatmosphere ; thus they linger in districts tions in mind, letus briefly notice some pernaturally malarious, and in those artifi- tinent points in that most unique, varied
cially so from an improper drain system, experience and divinely appointed discias well as in the close, dark and dirty pline through which God, in his providistricts of large towns; and evils thus dence, has been causing the Freedmen to.
nurtured, rest not in their cradles, but come
pass for all these years, as giving them a
forth and exert their most fatal effects in yet more special preparation for the great
homes the most unlike those where negli- Mission work he has in store for them.
gence had allowed them to lurk.”
First, experience in suffering. I know
Other authorities in support of the in- not how it may be with others, but for
fectious character of diphtheria might be myself I have come, long since, to think
quoted, but it is unnecessary. Cases of that there is no discipline in this world
diphtheria often occur in which it is not like that of suffering, rightly used, to
known that there has been any exposure fashion us after the image of the Divine.
In this way the Saviour himself is said to
to the disease, and this fact has led, some
to believe that the disease originates spon- have been made perfect and fitted for his
taneously from filth or other causes. great redemptive work. (Heb. 5: 8, 9.)
Many of these cases, however, can be ex- And - when, in olden time, God would
plained. The tenacity with which diphthe- make choice of a“people to be conservaria clings to houses and chambers where tors and propagators of his truth in the
it has once occurred will explain ,a por- world for ages, how did he prepare them
tion. Instances have been known where for their mission? Not by sending them
persons have contracted the disease from to college, but by sending them down inbaving slept in a room where a case of to Egypt; and there, for long generathe disease had occurred months before.’ tions, did he keep them in bondage, and
Now-as a large portion of the inhabitants then for other long years in wanderings
of all our cities and large towns change’ in the wilderness, till he had fitted them
their residence yearly from one house to for his work, and ground into them a
another, it will readily be seen that fami- character which all the fiction of the ages
lies may often enter houses where there has not yet ground out of them, So with
have been cases of diphtheria and in which the people of whom we speak--what an

and elsewhere,

VALUE

from the minds of some who have been
opposed to, or but little interested in it.
We shall be glad to receive and pub-

Freedmen

sufficient to originate the severer form of

Any-

Meeting;

even

with surprising tenacity to particular
houses and apartments. A single case, in
itself not severe, occurring in a house, is

not know

will

eyes might be opened to their own coursThus she would have added her mite to a es; that they might see what wretched
good cause.
:
. lives they are living ;—how evil is their ‘the germs of the disease still lurk. Other experience have they had
As our ‘acquaintance lengthened, it influence and example, and what dis- cases of nuknown origin may be due to Surely God must have in
gradually lost its early zest. I presume grace they bring on the cause of Christ! having met persons with a mild form of
some great and wondrous
she found me less and less to her liking, Only ‘a name to live,”—groveling in
the disease at church, in theaters, schools which he has intended this

glancing
up, I was struck by the express- wonder, she got tired of ‘giving without
ion in ever
oneyof those eyes before me.

<umstance. It 80 impressed me that my

houses,

The same work adds: ‘‘It has been
noticed that the more abundant the secretion in particular cases of diphtheria, the
greater has been the consequent exten-

prevent the spread of diphtheria. The
ynagogue and taught the people.’ Al- transient relish for news served up in her only difference of opinion in regard to
t unconsciously I was locating the style. She had the knack of eliminating the matter is as to the possibility of pre‘#cene in onr own church and speaking of the staleness from gossip, and giving it venting it and the meansof aceomplishJesus as though he were walking down quite a relish even to dull palates. She ing the same, There is some difference
‘the aisle to the preacher's desk, when, amused and interested me with her relaHitherto so inattentive
Aull’ of list
lessness, they were now fastened upon

places,

consequences.”

idea of a future world. Even her rich
friend langhed at her religious belief,
and pretensions to piety.
Well she

«I was not even invited in,” the good
man said. ¢* The family declined to look
and

Bf

to

waxing

light in,—why, what will be left?

J.

to the sessions of the Quar-

work, and of removing objections to it

chambers.
When epidemic, no kind of
soil or situation influences its occurrence ;

more new bonnets to discuss, no news
and gossip to retail, no waists to corset,
no ruffles and ribbons to dote on and de-

comfiting call at her door.
Bibles

to particular

They

valuable

the disease in the susceptible.
* * *
Thus it seemed.
Will it always be so? | ‘Hygienic conditions influence the freWill she goen living for the present - queney,and even the fatality of diphtheria,
hour in the mere gratification of the less directly than they do the permanence
senses—absorbed in earth and earthly and diffusion of the infectious principle;
taings, till death ends the blind career? want of cleanliness allows the infectious
And what then? When there are no -particles to accumulate ; the presence of

Perhaps she did not be-

himself.—Rey.

and in a moment their costly ointment is
shed forth and lost forever. He honors a
service not according to its eommercial
value, not accordingto the results that
appear in the reports.of societies, but he

originate,

terly

generally entertained by the best author-

:

unto

ple; they will awaken and develop a
deeper interest in the hearts of those who
take part in them and they will give an
opportunity for presenting a great deal of

generally

I coald not but

and display.”

Africa

Grout, in ‘Am. Miss.

honors alabaster boxes

nothing,

and

tion of

ject of Missions definitely before our peo-

religion.
¢ She isa church member, but almost
any of us are as pious as she is,” they
said; *“ she thinks of nothing but dress

member.
She rarely attended‘ social
meetings, and if she did her voice was

my

with

provi-

The theory that filth is the cause of
diphtheria, that it can originate, or does

|

converted occasion to throw contempt on

ity? or did she believe in no prayer save
in secret? She had long been a church-

at

not

good

true to the music of hia

dence? So shall be generously furnished
the men and the means he now asks, by
which to hasten, in his time, the redemp-

add interest

no

enslaved

;

These meetings will serve many

think what a different influence she might
exert, if true to her vows, and with cour- sion of the disease, especially where the
age to act a Christian part in the eyes of .greatest care has not been given to cleanthe community.
She was giving the un- liness ; even where it has received every

neity that I did not suspect her to be
playing a part. I remember I was much
pained and surprised whén she declined
to join me in prayer in my little snuggery at howe. Could it be from timid-

spoke in high terms of them.

was

so

«certainly, but a dead form,

tact to make so good a show of ‘sponta-

common conversation as that of ¢‘ mother” or ‘ father.” A young Catholic servant-girl, on entering her mistress’s parlor with dust-brush and broom for the
first time, caught sight instantly of some
familiar outlines ina dim corner of the
room.
‘‘Is that a picture of our Saviour? ” she inquired, moving towards it.
After performing her adorations before it
she went quietly about her sweeping.
None of the other pictures, and there
were many fine ones, attracted her attention. But the face of * Our Saviour”
meant something real to what the world
_ might call her uncultivated soul. Something real, too, it must have seemed to
that Catholic girl, who, when we were
singingan orthodox hymn which told of
the sufferings of the crucified Saviour,
during a private religious service at the
sea-shore, whispered, as she dropped the

that one day

largeness

It was

sense,

devout. Catholic, the expression, ““©ur
Saviour,” falls as easily and naturally in

and

the

things of time and

viour,” falls from our lips in our everyday lives! A lady, in speaking of her
pleasant sojourn at the sea-side; said, «I
occupied a room with that dear, saintly
And often, when I woke
Mrs. H——.
during the night, I would hear her murPrecious Sa*
‘Dear Jesus!
muring,
the room and
in
were
he
if
as
viour!’ just
she was talking to him. You do not
_know how beautiful it seemed to me.”
There is certainly one merit in the teachings of the best types of the Roman Catholic church. At an early age their children are familiarized with the birth and
life of Christ, so that from the lips of a

bear it!”

en interested in thé work of that organi-

more of one who had formerly lavished |
of places in close proximity some escape,
on me some of her agreeableness.
Perwhile others suffer, and then frequently
haps I was, but if so, I was ashamed .of somg direct communication is to
be
myself for thus feeling. It looked pitiful traced with the districts previously affectto see such earthly-mindedness ii one ed: isolated eases are, however, frequentwho had professed allegiance to Him ly met with: without’ any widely spread.

depression, a conscious
lack, behind
them. I can see now that for a while she
made ah effort to adapt herself to my

of ours revealed to us too clearly the
spirit of our Christmas gift-making.
How seldom, and how falteringly oft-

to her room.
1 remember

I discovered

that I saw

and file of God's American army, tread

«firm and

purposes.

if I complain

that I was left in neglect,

A.

one

gift for Jesus beside those other trinkets

cannot

1 shall be called jealous

Missionary Association, all its noble constituency of churches, the whole rank

afterwards.

loving airs this

this world”;to see

gift, and so much did it carry us beyond
our careless and well-nigh selfish enjoyment of the hour, that we were gobered
at once, and the incongruity of placing a

i

the

her visits left a

It was

¢ Our

O.

soul,—no

“® Yet, such was the deeper meaning of the never heard.

* Jesus,”

see

GodP—that the Freedmen, the American

to other persons, weeks or even months

sight. ‘It was rather sickening.

.

to arrive at this, to me, painful truth.

seem strange that such an offéring, on
such a night, should appear out of place.

of

L.

of spirit.

was several

a request for a missionary offering, or,
in other words, a Christmas present to be
hung upon the tree for Jesus. It would

times, the name

to

circumstances. These services are generally under the auspices of the Woman's
Missionary Society, or of Christian wom-

fever and small pox are. In the article
upon diphtheria in ‘* Reynold’s'System of
Medicine,” a standard English medical
bath-school any more, or to church, save
work, it is said: “The influence of contaat a single service, as this was the style
gion is established ; not the exact mode
of her dear friend. She would turn and
in which it operates. The matter of incourtesy obsequiously to this Triend as
fection would seem notto be capable of
she left church. Some would smile at the any wide diffusion in the air, but to cling

ness—both ‘perhaps—that it took so long

celebration,

import of that modest little box.

A.

I was shocked when

whom comes

which

from every festival
brate his birth.

EARTHLY-MINDED.

actual, living

from

Jesus, the

was ‘a painful

do all come quick and glad into line with

for from time to time according to

vided

in dress and manners. It was said she
could not see any body else when this
lady was near. She did not go to Sab-

worghiped in all our Catholic churches,
but - the living, loving Jesus in real per-

we destroy that ancient but not honorable
fiction which mars the beauty of our festivals, and tell them, by many a sweet and
joy.

It

those caus-

church member put on toward
the wealthy ities in the medical profession. The best
lady who was almost a scoffer of sa- authorities believe the disease to be infecthe image in the crib which has just been. cred things, and to mark her imitations tious, much the same as measles, scarlet

away no real good from the childrex, if

all their

Even the

In some cases we notice

sessions.

ery session ; in others, the meeting is pro-

pose the system to take on various diseased actions are most active. ®* Want of
cleanliness tends to preserve the infectious germs of diseases after the recovery
of the patients and communicate the same

sight to thoughtful Christian people, and
a thenue of jest and ridicule among care-

skies the birth of the Christ-child, and | son, will visit those countries and carry to
eastern kings who. journeyed from a far them Christmas gifts. The converted
country, following an unknown star un- heathen have learned the evil of symbols
til it stoed over where the young child and images during all these thousand
lay, this, then, is the story around which years of idol-worship—now let us send
all Christmas illustrations and songs them the real gifts of our living Lord.
should be grouped. We shall be taking

tender story, of

of fashion,

their

enterprise to a speedy

and glorious consummation, but that we

that a fixed time is set apart for these
meetings; and that time is so used at-ev-

es which undermine the health and dis-

This

divinely planned

sionary Meetings held in connection with

ned
caused by filth.;It only shows
tioare
that where filth abounds, there

Meetings, notices of Mis-

our Quarterly

strange revolu-

tions through which’ Africa, the Africans,
and we ourselves are so swiftly passing.
And now, what is wanting to bring this

" MISSIONARY MEETINGS.
We are glad to see, in the reports of

eases - This-fact however, doesnot prove
that diphtheria er the other diseases men-

©

“form of godliness,” hitherto maintained,
quite vanished under the influence of this

been
cele-

missionaries will never introduce this
American shadow of the German Knecht
Rupert to those countries.
I hope that
no being but the Christ-child himself, not

from the

heard Angel voices proclaiming

I

oo,

was her most particular friend.

brated for the first time among some new
Christians,

re

rich woman was a non-professor, a gay,

mencement of these After-Thoughts, SanAsia, where he had
Christmas festival,

BW

in the Sunday. congregation, and was
fond of havingit known that this lady

sense.

returned from
assisting at a

*

they

patterned her clothes after the richest lady

will appreciate her quick eye and good

ta Claus was represented

have money,

dence in the otherwise

cent communications.

prevails more in the filthy portions of a
city than in those which are more cleanly.

She was obsequious
to the wealthy, and
adopted their manners
and «dress as far
as possible. It was remarked that she

card unless it might serve to hang up at

represent in some unaccountable manner

‘If people

the world then.”

las, the patron saint of childhood, may | In the exercise referred to at the com-

vine love of the" Christ-child.

and

persons

as little to respect

a

a
Santa Claus was as droll and natural as
to
how
knows
alone
quick-witted youth
personate him, and our Christmas House
of evergreen was built by loving and
pafas-taking hands. But, if we except
the two carols so sweetly hymned by invisible singers, there was nothing. in the
whole pretty scene to teach the children
‘that Christmas is an actual, historical
fact. The fairies might symbolize in

seems

sions.

am

have been an arbiter of fashion ; haughty,

places as death itself. It must be admitted, however, that diptheria generally

Christmas cards, for the first one of which
the deluded publisher paid the extraordinary prize of $2,000, have, to say the
confounded the beholder. A lady,
mo

shores in this our day, and to get, as 1

we shall be glad.to write him a personal think I can, in this way, some good look
letter in regard to some matters in hig ré- at the sweep and purpose of his provi-

“ed

itary ' point of view, and among the
families. = Indeed diphtheria
wealthy

A LAYMAN.

will send us his address
If this brother

light. I love to come up in this way upon these highlands of God's movements
in Africa, and among her sons on.our

on

the historical significance of the day.
She
Our artists have been inspired by the derstood and appreciated.
doted
on
clothes,
and
said
she
did.
Style
as
tation
represen
same craze of mythical
and
equipage
were
her
absorbing
pasChristian church. Prang’s leading

| ican Missionary Association in this divine

BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.
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~ Ilove to look at the work of the Amer-

om MISSION WORK.

diphtheria prevails in those portions of a
quite” city the most favorably situated, in a san-

If she had been rich, she.-would

eel

etnies

that the defective sewers were the cause
Sometimes, however,
of the disease.

ways she would go off remarking .on the
dress of some stranger who might have
been present. This was a matter she un-

But, even our Christmas cards, multitudes of them, do not so much as hint at

found
being

daughters, to come with the school and
the church to her help.
;

fs

i.

lp

00

our

them;

make

have made an examination and
The inference
them defective.

into
they

o

their own streets, and passed in and out of manner showed she had buf an indefinite
their. own church door, had they lived in idea of its character, and that it bad made
| mo real impression upon her. Nearly alhis day.

were as bright and sparkling as only the

dear children could

the sanitary officers are to examine
the condition of the sewers, or that

her

er

iated
timent was shared by many assoc
ent
tainm
enter
the
of
care
with me in the
e.
degre
d
marke
a
in
ested
manif
was
s
sprite
and
s
Our little Christmas. fairie

while

CC"

sen-

this

Christians’ Christmas. ; That

subject,

Ld

the
most heathenish ideas connected with

and she would answer, ‘Very well ;” but
never enlarge on the

a real personage, who might have walked

MD

rerethe
al-

on Sun-

IDOI

for our Sunday-school Scholars, to be
cited at the annual festival of 1881, 1
alized more strongly than ever before
inappropriateness of the strange and

« How did’jou like the sermon

day?” wasa common question of mine,

churches among their own peothe lead of our “teachers and
in the South, that they may be
to do this same blessed work in

UE

While preparing a Christmas exercise

the hearts
could interpret
girls in no other way exrealized for the moment,
first time, that Jesus was

in my story. I
of those young
cept that they
perhaps for the

and pure
ple, under
preachers
prepared

towns carrying dismay to thousands of
ai
;
homes.
A disease which causes so many deaths
as does diphtheria would seem to merit
the adoption of the strictest measures to
secure prevention and exemption from|
its fearful ravages.

—_—

HAZELTON.
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Filth is often referred to asa cause of
From time to time we have
diphtheria.
geen Rotices in the papers of the prevalence of diphtheria in one and another city,
and frequently the statement follows that

ered me a dreary failure as to agreeableness, and if she felt’a lack, so did.l.

tongue faltered and I nearly broke down
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still continued his ministry

Galilee, making his headquarters

at

in
Ca-

pernaum. His presence in the city was
soon known and a crowd gathered to see
and hear. This gave hima chance to
te improve.

name for them all, and one remedy is suf-

ficient.
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his power

said the hammer,
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Zeal for friends.

oconcern-

One case among

them is, however, worthy of note, and its
history is full of instruction to us. A
certain man was stricken with the palsy.
He was entirely helpless. Whether he
had heard of Jesus and desired to be oarried to him,

or

not,

is not stated.

His

frignds had acquired a certain degree of
faith in Christ and, acting under its influence, brought him to Jesus to be cured.
They met with hindrances.
The approaches to the house where the Master
was were blockaded by a throng which
refused te open a passage for them.
Nothing daunted they quickly found aocest to the roof of the house, and did

hesitate to tear away the

covering

not

until

they were able to lower the man into the
very presence of the Saviour. He saw
their faith. He knew what they wished

wouldn't
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burden

of

divine.

miracles. They were not performed merely as marvels, nor for the purpose solely
of helping the distressed, nor to show
that Christ was divine, but to make it
manifest that the Saviour had the power
on earth to forgive sins. As mere marvels, or as miraculous instances of healing, the interest of men in them would

LESSON HELPS

BY G. O. W.

FOR 1882,

Love implies rigorous justice upon the de-

spisers of law and love. Benevolence
includes righteousness.—Rev.
J. W.
Phillips.

Tell me what the Bible is to a man and
I will generally tell you what he is. This
is the pulse to try, this is the barometer
to look at, if we would know the state of
the heart.

I have no notion of the

Spirit

dwelling in a man, and not giving clear
evidence of his presence. And I believe
it to be a signal evidence of the Spirit's
presence, when the word is really pre.
cious to a man’s soul. When there is no
appetite for the truths of Scripture the
soul cannot be in # state of health. There
is Some serious disease. Reader, what is
the Bible to you? Is it your guide, your
:

counselor, your friend?

Is it your

showing them that it was as easy to do
one as the other. That attack of palsy
was a great blessing to him upon whom
it fell. Bat for it he might have remain‘ed away from Jesus forever. And with-

out the kindly zeal of his earnest, resolute
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n" friends, he might still have been unblest.
Of the special helps, prepared for the
Peloubet’s Notes are unsurpasslessons,
less
still
;
They could not cure his palsy
any we have seen, and as we shall
by
ed
‘could
they forgive his sins; but they
could bh

him to Jesus

who

was

able

to do both. And this we may do for our
friends who are still unforgiven. It would
avail but-little to take them, literally, into
his presence

against

their

will, but we

study the entire Book of Mark during the
year the volume for 1882 will have &
rmanent value. Price $1.25.
Fully equal to this, but differing from
it in some important respects, is the work
of Rev. R. R, Meredith, published in neat
and convenient form for the pocket, in
quarterly parts, at $1.00 for the year.

‘oan bear their cases to him in fervent,
periodicals, The Sunday School
Among
faith-filled prayer ; we can lead them into
phia, $2.00 per year,
Philadel
of
Temes
ed,
the circle of God's appoint
helpful inweekly, The National 8.8. Teacher of
cross
the
of
foot
the
to
even
fluences, and
Chieago, monthly, $1.25 per year, are as
. Where they may find forgiveness. Let us
as money, time and labor can make

not fail in zeal for our friends, nor be less
em ; and the8. 8. World, Philadelphia,
in earnest than were tl:e devoted friends of monthly, 60 cts. a year, and the Union
ois. a year
him to whom Jesus said, ** Son, thy sins Bible Teacher, Portland, 75to their
cost.

be forgiven thee,” and then restored. to
. loundness and strength of body.

IL

Disease a type of sin.

There ‘are

many beautiful analogies between thinge
-

sara good in proportion
These may be had at lower
0 lubs.

rates in

Of other helpful works we may speak

at anoiber time.

When

it does not pour, it is
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stream is running dry.—Advocale.
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Pricels cents. All the profits go to the eolege.
Sermon by
REV. BENJAMIN RANDALL, proached in 1803,
at the death of a ohild, and

The only published sermon
10 cents
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ga, i ed

Manage Certificates,

Waterbury
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1] me
20 cents for the seven; the first four on one sheet.

Fiinminated Cards. From one to ten on a
sheet 3 by 6 inches. Price from three to six cents
as
MAP OF ORISSA. On cloth, 26 by 86 inches in
size, showing the fieid and all the stations of the
Free Baptist Mission in India, with much of the
adiacent country. Price 78 certs.
The above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount or smgle vol., for cash
with the order, or on receiving the books.

the Primmcipal, Miss Lizzie Colley.
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\ ORGANS, 15 useful Stops, b Bots
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cents.
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on Books
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Rhewmatisn Neuralgia
Spraing, Pain in the Back

§

and Side.

There is nothing more
nfal than these diseases; but the pain can be removed and the
digease cured by use of P RRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER,
This remedy is mot a cheap Benzine or Petrolenm product.that must be kept away from
fire or heat to avoid danger of explosion, nor is it an untried experiment that may do
niu

hana

»

than

good

AIN KILLERhas been in constant use for

from all patie of the world is, IT NEVER
but it relieves pain almost instantan eously.

FAILS,

Being

universal testimony
/ permanent cure,
medy, it is safe in

years, and th
$ not only effe

a purely vegetable

the hamls of the most inexperienced.
The record of eures by the use of PAIN KILLER would fill volumes. The following
cxirnets from letters rocelved show what those who have tried it think:
.
worth, Saco, Mo., writes:
Edzar Cady, Owatonna, Minn., says:
8 Hwa rienced immediate relief from pain tn
Fabjoot
About a yeur slnee my
©
n otidehy the ued of your PAIN KILLER.
to severa &uTacing from rl
. X OT]
saya.
5
:
resort a 6 £3 tue Pais Kxtrme,
speedily
4
have
Pam Krvuan
for rheumatic,
relioyed her.
MSRP
Ahk

Charles Powsll writes from the Sallors'
Home, London :

1 had been

afthic

neuralgia

ori sso theme Todos
desnuir. T
ne Hamed

ots. (sells,
850
poul-stirl ng work. Sample
for 440 ots. and terme,
nts
D8
ne, 1500
A, BE.
PRATT & CO. 27 Park Place, Now York
bi
new £20048.

age Chromos 10c. Go!

Oo.,

; postage

;

William Bigr, - - -

Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W, Va.

ted demand for this

ize 16x!

Geo. T. Da,

EBT VIRGINIA COLLEGE. This irstitution is
now under management of Rev, D. Powell,
with Prof. 0. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hilledale College. Those
wishingto attend this Institution
1 address

FEE

70 ALL perme on 100 p(Eiccans nevwins

Gallia

Christian

3

ii coords

$2 5); Postage 25 cts.
Biographies or

ay
Special atten’
Classical, Eoglich,
Xe
tion given to those Preparing to teach.
ses low, The best
Commercial Department
in the State. Stadents will be conveyed. free of
charge,to and frem the depot at
amrbury at
the beginning and clvse of each term on appliea
tion.
Address Rev, 8. D. Church, at
Water.

compositions

It

scientific

Courses

fidence of mankind and
become
household
words, among not only
one but many nations,
mudt have extraordina
M\ ry virtues. Perhaps no
2 one ever
secured
so
=: wide a reputation, or
A

Grande,

REEN MOUNTAIN
Center, Yesmont.

which have won the eon.

the

March,
a complete

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOBEN FUL

Consumption.
few

Rio

our
te ¥otief, bo

up my

oh

casein |
¢
or

strength, and am now able to follow my
vocupation.

"

J

9

a book of
pages, the first64 being T
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers, alice
bathsschool, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Members, and abont 200 pages of w
nice paper, for the records “of the church, Prive

AE Tvs Co

ERELIAT
or

Colds, Bronchitis,

The

A.M.,

postage,

Church Jlember’s Book
is a valuable little work,
and ev

paper covers, 10 cents,

EBANON ACADEMY —Pupils fitted for busi.

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
such

in-

College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $26 to $28 per
year.
Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week.
For further information apply to A. A. MovL-

TON,

family

and Christian experiences of as, Paceline
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on

ai

1.0;

ots.
The Harden Skeat by
rs.
H. C. PHILLIPS, illustra

or A.J. Russell,

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dee., and
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with

study,

would be benefited by reading it. 2

Comm:
ege
Pp
an
0
courses, viz. : €lassical and ScientifieCalendar.
First term, Aug. 22. Becond, Oct.
81. Third, Jan. 23, 1682. Fourth, Apr, 3, 1882.

ceipt of25 cents
by the AMERICAN MEDICINE Co.
Manchester, N. H.
Geo. 0. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

For

he

A.

Church

terms of ten weeks each.

AND

sent to any address on

farther

snd

pages all the important part amentary rules of deSherative bodies. Price,
Flexible” Leather, ’ 5

board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Galila
Roe. Ohio. The college year consists of four

E. church.)
colds and bronchitis,
great benefit. They
for along time,”—
E. churchy Gorham,
WILD

For

school

postage, 12 eents,

cents.

OCHESBTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
R
of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and
practical.
Admits both
Secures good influences.

for Sabbath

portant points of Bible
ots

Pittefleld, Me., July 11, 1€80.

sexes.

88 cots. pervol.;

vlinisiestsqt anual,
(3
especially for mini
.
but usefnl for all ehuroh aii
It tan
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestione.
ve, and yet
very concise and well arianged; stating in fifteen

A

formation address the Principal
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.

help

reading.

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; am excel
lent book for all who would ‘‘seareh the Serip
tures ” Twenty-two lectures on the mest im.

R. M. BARRUS.

B., Brincipal;

excellent

$1.60 postage, 12 cents,
Lectures

condi

Full board of teachers.
Expenses low.
Winter term begins Nov. 7, 1781.
&&~ For Catalogue address J. H. Parsons,

fan

Butler's Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal theology, and the author’s VIOW gpsnce
are those generally
ted by the d
i ations

the

Finunocial aid 1s rendered to
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.

wal,

mi
decay and death.
h box contains one month's treats
cont pA
ment. One dollar a hox, or six boxes for five dolJars ; sent by mall,
post-paid on receipt of price.
hoxes to cure any oase. With
We guarantee six
MANUFACTURED BY
each order received by us for six boxes, accompa~
nied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser DR. J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Mass.
ranks to return the money if the
or written
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Guarantees is- |.
treatment does note:
a cure,
aned only ¥en the treatment is ordered direct SOLD 8Y ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
,
IN MEDICINES,
ae
from us, Address
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH
Ns.
Boston,
Bt.,
Gen. N. E. Agts., #4 & 26 Tremont
y

|

Pasteral

€

ol. J. J. Butler, cone
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other ov Acts, Romans and Corinthisns.
Xt isan

on Tor doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No hve
instruction. With three care
fully arranged courses®of study. The Classical,
Seminary and
lish Course. For full catalogue,
address
the

diseases of their terrors to a great extent, and giv.
en a feeling of immunity
from their paintul effects,
that is well. founded if the femedy be taken in season, Every
family should have it in. their closet
for the ready and prompt relief of its members.
Sickness, Suffering und even life 18 saved by this
e prudent should not negdefence.
timely
it hy Jou for
joot It. and the wise will not. Keep
sudden
the protection itaffords by its early use
ttacks.8

rates.

Butler's

.

Theology,

.| RY PECTORAL
hag really robbed these dangerous

& CO., 37

A volume of 300 pages, containing twenty-three
different F. Baptist Minissermons,by as many
3
11 ets.
Price $1. Pos
ters

SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New

York..

]

experienced

WARREN'S

the Chills.

S. M. PETTENGILL

Sermons.

Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.

about forty years, by a
continued series of marvelous cures, that have
Kidney-Wort. It is the best preventative of Jong
won for it a confidence in its virtues, never equal.
all malarinl disepses that you can take, Bee Led by any other medicine, It still makes the most
advertisementin another column.
effectual cures of Coughs, olds, Consumption,
Cong
pein, that
iat
can be made by medical skill,
il

——

coll

~
Smbrasing

Conference

are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the hound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including postage.

of ‘Hillsdale

ology, Homiletics and Church
cal students have access to the

Clergymen

H.S. PARMALEE, M. D,

If you are subject to ague you must be sure
to keep your liver, bowels and kidneys in a
good free condjtion.
When so,
yon will be
safe from all attacks, The remedy to
yse is’

A

Finest

College.
.
are two courses of study,

Seripturee,

ABOUT—

(Preacher iu charge:M.
“I am frequently troubled with
and have used the Troches with
are the best remedy I hava used
{uev.4, R. Sylvester, pastor M.

of faith and practice? Is it your measure
for, and knew quite as well what the sick.
Many teachers, superintepdents and of truth and error, of right and wrong?
man needed more, even, than he néeded pastors will wish to have at hand some
It ought to be so. It was given for this
restoration to health. With hie usual more extended helps for the study of the purpose. If it is not, do you really love
readiness to give better than what was Sunday-school lessons than those farnish- | your BibleP—DBishop Ryle.
BEER
Gh Sh J Sb JE
asked he said, ‘* Son, thy sins be forgiven ed in these columns and the pages of the
A
live
church
should
pour the stream
thee,” and when the scribes began to Quarterly. Of the old, tried and standard of its spiritual life into the
murmur, he proved his power and his commentaries it is not necessary to speak. ing. A live church does this prayer-meetvery thing.

right to forgive sins by restoring him to Among the newer works in that class,
health and strength before their eyes, nothing, probably, is better than ¢ Mor.

Price $1 00. Postage 9 cents.
The Minutes of the General

Collegi-

t of religious in.

cheap.

Theological Department

they took away the balance of the box.”- [Rev. A. Bargent, Wilmot Flat, N. H.
Rev. T. P. Sawin, now pastor of the Congregational
church in Lyndeborough, formerly city missionary in
:
Manchester, writes, Nov, 12, 1882:
“Rome time since I received a box of Dr. Warren's
Wild Cherry and Sarsapariila Troches, and have used
them with great benefit for irritation in the thr. at and
bronchial tubes, They were a godsend. I have used
various remedies, but nothing has relieved my tronble
like your TROCHKS.
Please send another box.”
EAST CANAAN, N. H,, Nov. 5, 1881,
AMERICAN MEDICINE CO. ~Gentlemen:
I received from you, some time since, a box of Dr, Warren's
Troches. lhave used them freely myself, and have
also piven them to several others, for sore throat,
hoarseness, bronchical affection, etc ,and have found
that in every instance the relief which followed was
immediate. In one case I cured an obstinate bronchial affection which had become chronic.
I can
heartily recommend them as superior to anything I
have ever used. Yours very truly,

A BURE TEST.

are as interested in them now as were the
persons upon whom they were performed
—for we see in them the guaranty of our
!|— National 8. 8. Teacher.
own healing
\

sult of colds, used

O00
>

long sgo have died away, but because
they prove his authority to forgive, we

Buzzell, Stinci fleld, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day,
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby.

Hillsdale, Mich.

“1Ifind them very quieting and beneficial for my
bronchial affection, and do not wish te be without
them. Bend me by mail four boxes. —[Rev. James
Holmes, Bennington, N. H.
* 1 received from you a box of Dr. Warren's Troches,
which I think to be far the best thing of the kind I
have used. Send me another box at your early convenfence.”—[Rev, W, R. Cochrane, pastor Presbyterian Church of Antrim,
{
“ The Troches were received, and I am pleascd with
“them. Persons visiting us, troubled with coughs, re-

who persists in ignoring just parental
authority. Just so God punishes sin because he loves his universe, and thinks
his moral government worth preserving.

of

family

© VERY QUIRTING AND BENFFICIAL FOR BRONCHIAL
AF¥FECTI ONS,”"—*MUC 11 RELIEF JIN THROAT DIFFICULTIES."—" A GODSEND.”— * HAVE
EXPERIENCED GREAT RELIKF FROM THEM." CURED
AN OBBTINATE BRONCHIAL AFFECTION.”

sitate the infliction of pain upon the child

Here is expressed the true purpose

ard

of

engravings

steel

are

There

ue for 1eference.

be-

For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

TROCHES.

overcome, ‘‘and all things are possible | love of a father, mercy to the whole famito him that believeth."—Buptlist Teacher. ly, the very existence ot the home, necesHis demonstration. But that ye may
know that the Son of man hath authority
on earth to forgive sins.

Hampshire

ance and Anti-Slavery. 1t also has articles on the
General Conference, Literary Institutions, Pab.
lications and Aged Ministers.
The Tables, twenty in number, are of great val-

o Wamen's Wid Chr ad Seragrale, | cal,Name
Coes, mmrors essen.
Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

the

Bat love includes justice, the condemnation and ptnishment of evil doers. The

to

New
—8AY

modern sermon, till it seems to have been
forgotten that the same Bible which affirms
it says also, ‘ Our God is a consuming
fire.” Benevolence, the love that seeks
the highest good of all creatures, is the
corner-stone of the. government

Some

Thorough

Home
n the causes of Foreign and
Education] Sunday Schools, Temper-

our woi
Missions,

Theological, Commercial, Pre.
partments
Elective

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

born; but I think the Syrup will finally
cure me.
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup io every town or village, in which I have no
agent. Particulars given on application.

What

BE",.a.ee.)A]),|
—.e
L.0rdid’c

ational Rrogress for the century, gives a history of

Principal.

GOLLEGK.—Michigan.

Scientific,

fluences.

term

pages, reviews the denomin-

A vcl. of about 300

buildings in the
Northwest.
tion, ineiden
and lbrary fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week. Room. 40 to 7 cents a week. Schol
arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,

4 Not failure, but low aim is crime.”

Mrs. Prosser.

“ God is love,” is the

g

Arate
ate,

the’ pation. ¥ ich has become chronic and

their adversaries; but there is a power
stronger than any of these, and hard indeed is that heart that can resist love.—

visi-

( From M. C. Hazard, Esq.)

in my

Summer

Send for Catalogueto

paratory, Music and Art
studies. Admits both sexes.

Manchester, N. H.
This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark

the |

February 6, 1822.

Record.

Centennial

Connected with

REV. A. B. MESERVEY,

JOSEPH WAINE.

Bal at

malice of persecution, and the fury of
pride, so as to make their acts recoil on

Henson.)

tunities for learning _the way of . life and difficulties ; but faith finds ever a way

ha!"

begins

Tf]

for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine known.
When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with feround the iron, and embraced it, and’ ver,
a few doses will set them right. In m
never left it till it melted under’ his irre-, own case 1 use it, and think it the best medicine
1 ever took for bronchial difficulty and
sistible influence. There are hearts hard’

enough to resist the force

comfort to know

term

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was anablé
to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.

he
its
or

for both sexes.

gins April 24, 1832.

Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

he

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

D.

the Institution 18 the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a Fhecialty
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpensee
less than in any other of like grade. Four terme
of 10 weeks each.
Winter term beging November 21, 1881. Spring

{ote I took your medicine:

iron remained as before. ¢¢ Shall I try?”
asked the soft, small flame. Bat they all
despised the flame ; but he curled gently

They seem, however, to have profited by our prayers of faith, and that he is still
little by Christ's residence and teachings able and willing to save. This paralytic
among them. They listened to his words. was borne of four; and, if several concur
They wondered at his works. They were in laying
a case before the Lord, there
glad to avail themselves of his power to are special encouragementg to hope for
heal diseases, but they seem to have his blessing; and so we are incited to
grown hard in heart under these great concert of prayer.
privileges. It is too often go in our own
There may seem to be, in our case, as
day. They who enjoy the largest oppor- there were in this case, to be peculiar

sometimes, the most indifferent
ing their own spiritual welfare.

*‘ I knew you

his fierce stroke off flew his head, and

GLEANINGS.

It is an infinite

hij

till

¢‘Ha!

succeed ; I'll show you the way.”

ble, we can still bring our friends to him

salvation, and for recéiving such help as
may be had from human friends, seem,

blunt,

courses of study

P. PICKERING.

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since.
I never knew a well day be-

‘Leave it to me,” said

broken; then he fell aside.

{ From Rev. Dr. P. S.

and

the saw; and with his relentless teeth
worked backwards and forwards on
surface till they wef all worn down

to give God

It was a great privilege to though the Lord Jesus be no longer

them. = See Luke 2: 17—27.

the ax,

tege, 1 cent

Doctrinal Views
paper covers, embracin
is a small bovk in
the first 44 pages of the k reatise.
>
Price 6 ceats,:

J, Fi: FRISBEE, Principal,
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham
ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Re,

young, for purifying the Blood.

EPHRIAM

general
and eur
held by. the denomination,
by aunsages in church-building. It 18 publiched
thorwy of the General Conference. £0cents; pos»

weoks in length. Winter term begins December
13, Summer term, March 28th, 1882. Expenses
are as low as in any similar school in New England.
For catalogue, or further particulars,

cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and

blows fell heavily on the iron; but every

POPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
I. Eastern manners and customs allauded to in this lesson.
II. The commerce passing through
Capernaum.
1II. The conditions of forgiveness.
"

In 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was Sntirely prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Bloed Syrup, although
1 bad little faith in it; but, to. my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength,
and I have had no sickness since. 1

TO CONQUER.

I'll master it,” said

{1

II. God often gives more jand
things than we ask of him.

of

ob
© 0-0
+400

Men who are in earnest will over-

come all difficulties.

instead

tian Secretary.

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

I.

fleetness,

down like the bulrush, as when you are
running in the race.—Ner Vous, sn Chres-

doth much more abound, and the *‘blood”
of the Lord Jesus Christ atoneth for all
sin.

amongst us.

Disease a type of sin.
The Great Physician.

‘* preach the word,"

To him there is.but one

glory for the manifestation of

Torros—Zeal for friends.

Jesus

disease be hath.

your

Ee

14

and all the multitude resorted unto him, and
he taught them.
And as he passed by, he
saw Levi the son of Alphmus sitting ut the
place of toll, and he saith unto him, Follow
me.
And he arose snd followed him.
And
it came to pass, that he was sitting at meat
in his house, and many publicans. and sinners sat down with Jesus and his disciples:
tor there were many, and they followed
him. And the scribes of the Pharisees,
when they saw that he was eating with the
sinners and publicans, said unto his disciples, He eateth aud drinketh with
publicans snd sinners,
And when Jesus
heard
it, he saith unto them, They that are whole

to

emi

saying, We never saw it on this fashion,
And be went forth again by the sea side;

13

trusted

Christ. He has shown you your weak-'
ness, and now if you will go right forward in the path of duty, he will take
care of your evidence, Itis just as bright
in his eyes when your head is bowed

School.

rss re

Whosoever will may
went forth before them all; insomuch that childrefhof men.
they were all amazed, and glorified God, | come to him and be healed of whatsoever

Latin

pr

ch cnt belt
B

:

.

Have used Ban Riv
for thirty
and have found
it a neper failing reme
Fhsumagisn uid lumen CEB.

“MY. Burditt

JS neat fata te

Phil. Gilbert,

for ;

writes:

ve relief in casesof rheumatism.

Somerset,

actual use, I know
15 the Dest medicine I can

, writes:

Pam Kinase

!

All droggists keep Pann Kriss. Its
price i so low that it is within the reach
and it will save many times ite cost in Be
bills, 200. hans
reach of ul,

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence, R.
8 |

!

1
I
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All communications designed for publication
Wi be addressed to the Editor, and all Jeftars
on business, remittances of money, &¢., shou
H. Conéssed to the Publisher, Dover, N.
will please write "only on one Side of
Be
o:
not roll it preparat
i
not
Sheie paper ard, send full name and address,return
necessarily for publication. We cannot
purthat
for
sent
are
stamps
manuscripts unless
depose. Whether stamps will be needéd can be
termined by reference to the list of aecepted artioles given at the end of this note each week. ‘We
need at least a week in which to ‘decide whether
ave can use contributions of any length. We have
special conan
a large corps of paid editorial
tributors and cannot pay for articles contributed

to that

by others unless 2 Nbdersiandisg is had
before

offect

OR

publication.

A Cold Shoulder.

.” Gratitude;

Charity is long-suffering

The tén thousand minor

and

is kind.

acts,

both at

home and abroad, that express it are

the

flowers that adorn and sweeten life's path-:
way. Even when crimes and “their perpetrators, ingratitude and base treacheries,
render necessary the expression of righteous indignation, charity turns anger into
sorrow and breathes a prayer for the sinful or erring. What a touching instance
of charity was presented by President
Garfield when he was urged to visit moral indignation upon some men who had
wronged him deeply. Feeling that the
«circumstances called for something of the
kind, “I will try,” said he, “but I am
afraid some one will have to help me.”
tb

of

Bristol,

As a rule, spécula-

tions and guesses are out of place in the
pulpit. ** Gentlemen,” said Dr. John
Hall to the theological students at. Yale,
<¢ we are not heathen philosophers finding
out-things; we are expositors of a revelation that settles things.” To speak with
authority, yet simply, the magnificent
and ever-inspiring truths-that Jesus has_
couimitted to our testimony,

is

the

England,—so

well

known throughout the world for his great
Christian work, and especially for the
avay in which he has accomplished it. He

to

children ;—with

in

his

is faith, and
is not his elothe graces of
learning, nor
to possess no

more than the ordinary amount
But it is—as it seems

to

of these.

us—the

extent

to which the simple power of the gospel
of Christ has entered into his - very life;
and as we listened we thought we had
gotten a new

definition

of faith.

Geo.

Miiller has caught some

of those

finer,

more delicate features

Scotia brethren as stated above.
|

of the Saviour’s

personal life which so many of us perceive
"and admire, but somehow are never quite

able to weave into the fabric of our own
daily lives.
Is not this the measure of personal influence?
Are there not lengths
and
breadths and hights and depths here which
none of us have explored ? And shall not
coming days find us stronger with men
‘because we shall have more of the sweetness and light of Jesus in our lives?

NOVA SCOTIA FREE BAPTISTS.
We have been not a little interested

J. I. Porter as Clerk. The Minutes is a
a pamphlet of fifty-six pages and contains
much matter that is of wider than merely

local interest.

The

Conference,

as

Conferenceas given jn
was adopted :

a report

they

will, instead -tielp him by being companions and

nical

fellow-laborers

with

him,

and

to do in building up the church— that it is
their work.

pertipres rvs LA

any thingelse. They must see to it themselves.

They should make their

piety a

certainty. Here is where their great
anxiety should be exercised, as a mistake
here is irreparable. They should ** know
of the doctrine” by doing the will of God.

“¢ He that believeth on the

Son of God

hath the witness in himself.” If they

have this * witness” and keep it they are
qualified to do more for God than is possible without'it.
j

its

would

quibbling

the man

present

be

valua-

paid.

If the

over

the

soundest

of

whose

name

it bears

and

of

whose busy and beneficent life it is the

and Morning Star as our

we

ifestly needed and so widely

our

that

feremce

to do

all

possible

and

in

decide

the

in making his

report

to

of

the Quarterly

removed only by action of the church.

NOTES.

It will not come unsought. Some one
must still go out, as heretofore, with a
divining-rod in hand seeking the hidden
gold, and it will be.found. We have the
sought

at this

time

in

the neighbor
allar

per-head

method, all along the line, will

these few days will tell in our work in
Shall

they place us

‘We

have

our enemies

regretted

have

exceedingly

that

al-

more

has not been said in the Star to inform the
brethren of this * noble undertaking” and urge

Curtis. We insert also, in the proper place,

‘them . to support

it

by

ago.

post-g

oF

With

New Hampshire.

increa

Rev. B.F. Jefferson and wife were liberally

E. C. Clark of New Hampton Institution
is
preaching for the Bristol church. C. E. Da-

selyes for the epitaph
ready written for us?

inational’” a brief letter from the Rev. Silas

|"

them,

failure so great that it will require earnest
workers to follow us and labor untiringly for a
half century to place us where a paper published in our midst would place us within a
year?
‘Only a few days remain.”
How

come a far greater power for good, or shall
they
be days in which we shall prepare our-

——We publish this week under ‘“Denom-

hard work; for

todo

it must be had if success is won.

Brethren and

in that position where we can advance and be-

fs

and make up his mind

in this
jngs b

fields

remembered - Christmas

term, of

Clark

Braden’s recent attack

up-

on Ingersoll. We have no doubt that he
has made some charges that are true, and

by

New Market.

their friends

:

and te

in

;

Bro
ing:

vis of the same institution Dreaches' every .

Sunday for the Moultonboro’ church.
Rev. and Mrs. C. D. Dudley of Great Falls
express thanks for a visit from their people,
Monday evening, Dec. 26.

They

can be proven. We have no word of defence for Ingersoll.
Blasphemers like

were ‘made

being

Rev. J. Runnells writes from Tamworth

fruits
backs

88 happy as the recipient, and I know that he

Rev. D. I. Quint writes from W. Charleston :

himself are almost invariably bad men,
and we have no reason to believe him better than his kind.
Buf
to make charges
against him that cannot
sustained to
the satisfaction of the aver:
eader, is

to give him an opportunity

not’ be slow to make

that

Rey
from

tized infants.

only 8

Across the East

River,

tized 81 infants in a membership
Dr.

Ludlow,

with

378

of

members,

1,761.
reports

six infant baptisms. Dr. Van Dyke, with
571, reports no infants baptized. Well,
Presbyterian

brethren,

isn’t

this

some-

thing to open the Presbyterian eyes?
A writer in the Philadelphia Times gives
this account of the Philadelphia Presbyterians:

aimed at. Not .that small sums are to
be refused, but that large ones are to be
sought, and sought, too, where they exist. There are hundreds of men and
women interested in Bates college. whom
God has made able to do for the imstiwtion a generous act whose beneficent

fruits will appear perennially long after
the night of life has

come

to them and

they.can no longer work. We believe
that, rightly approached, many of them
will not
act.

be ultimately averse to such

an

the

bers.

The

because

are elderly.

Fourth

most

on

Clinton

Street church,

The

Avenue

We

be-

lieve no better man could be secured to
go forth with the divining-rod in oune
hand and the sword of the Spirit in the
other.
.
’
;

wants.” The Com. on Education said:
‘“Asa Conference you have already endorsed Bates Theological School, and recommended our young men to make the most
of its liberal offers, We are of opinion
that this is, and will be for some years,
the very best policy to pursue in regard
to the purely professional studies. We
feel, however, that patriotic motives
should prevail in regardto secular education, where the institutions of our own

of Concord,

N.H., to whom

and

THe Free BAptisT.—Bro. Mitchell's
communication which we publish this
week was written to appear in our last
issue, but it did not reach us in season

for insertion,

Tuesday

morning is too.

late for an article to come that should appear the same

week.

Will

our

corres-

pondents do us the kindness to remember

that we should havel§heir articles as early

Maine.
for cash and groceries at a pound
the Christmas tree to the amount

from his people at Windham

Rev.

spoken

editorially

in a

pity and what 08 a vule they prefer, is the Especially do we pray for such a union of view of the somewhat conflicting reports
good news-of salvation presented with es- Free Baptist bodies as shall enable them that reached us.

The pastor, Mr. J. B. Jordan, re-

M. H, Tarbox gives a cheerful account

of the Dover & Foxcroft F. B. church. * They
are perfectly united on their pastor, Rev, EK.
C. Cook, whose labors have been blessed in the
salvation of souls......A parsonage bas been
purchased and fitted, worth about $1500. Bro.
Wade has taken a deep interest in this, and

given $300 of the sum.......The Sebec
held there was a season of spiritual

The Dover people

gos

gave

Q.

M.

power....

me $65 for the Flk

Spirit is abundantly

with

them......

bors and toils.

The F. Baptist chureh at Danforth wasy
dedicated Jan. 1. Sermon by Rev. J, Marigor of

to visit the school,

able, and services throughout very impressive,

Mr, Mariner remained several days, and did
most effective work for the cause. Several

God, Almighty!”

places

are

tolerated

in

the

The boarding-house is under the spe-

cial chargeof the principal.

Board can also

be obtained in private families of unquestion-

able reputation. Miss Lizzie Colley, the prin.
cipal, has 8 high reputation as teacher, is possessed of noble Christian character and is very
highly esteemed by her pupils, Rev. 8. D.
Church,

teacher

of

Latin -and

Greek, has

a

principal

term

of

the’ Commercial

Department,

is

has over eighty

studies.

All speak

in attendance.

A large

in the’ highest

praise of

fact thag large distrjot
in the Village, we think

scheel is in operation
the attendance good

for a winter teri. Last, but not least, the entire property is out’ of debt. The above facts
prompt us to say from a full soul, * Thank
God and be of good cheer!” The Green Mountain seminary is secured tothe denomination,
and we predict that many in coming time will
bless the noble founders and supporters of thiy

Institution.

Dickinson Center, N. Y.

D..8, 8mITH,

are rejoicing in the new life, The pastor is
continuing the meetings and new cases of in-

terest are found. The outlook is better for
bis church, Rev. R. L. Howard of Bangor,
dropped in one day and gave a most interest.
ing sermon from the text, ‘‘ Say ye to the
ighteous, that it shall be well with him,” ete.
Rev. J. Boyd I to remain a short time to assist the pastor. The house is one of the mot
convenient in the State, and one would judge
it cost $4,000, but under the pastor’s management it bas been bullt for $2500, and fis all
paid for.

A donation

by Rev,

W. H. Bowen,

D. D., of $35 furnished its pulpit with
chairs, etc, while Rev. H, J, White forwarded

from his people a nice Bible for the pulpit.
Bro. Carr has toiled hard for this house
has had

tog,

much

assistance.

The

people

have done nobly, and deserve the

sors

To us us a denomination,

and
here,

success
Danforth

Is & center of influence in this section of the
State......The church at South Hancock needs
a

faithful -pastor......In

needs wise

counsel and

Patten

to

give us the strength we might have there. 1f
some good working man wants to do hard and
appreciative

Perry, M. I.,

work, let

field where work

i

him

write

to

KE. W.

Patten, and he will learn of a

is needed.

In

fact this

Th
Shell
tor.

sired

(
Foi
ston

porte

and I

the church, This church was organized in 1874,
under inauspicious circumstances, it being denied the use of a house to worship in, located
in the vicinity and used by no other church.
But through the liberality of Bro. Cornell and

his most excellent wife, the use of a hall
been given

to

the

church

free

and one of means,

has

able

and

willing

If there are any such willing to do this, eorrespondence can be had with J, B.. Kiag, 8S.

Scituate,R. I,

The retiring

tain a pastor and to

pastor, from. his

support

give most of the lumber.

esteem for
and build
;

the gospel, to

Then he

as much in cash to complete the
the

will

raise

building

as

church will contribute for that purpose.
York.

The Potter church is in a prosperous condi- |
tion, under the labors of Rev. E. E. Oartwright.
A fine bell has been put in the belfry
of the church. It peals out long and loud, sad
invites the people to the house of God.
Other
improvements are contemplated in the spring.
The name of Rev. C. L. Vail was left out of

the report for the Register of 1882. He is a
member of the Virgil & Dryden church, of the
Spafford Q. M.
Post-office address, Windsor,
Broome Co., N.Y.
JoNm TYLER, Clerk.
Pennsylvania,

The 8. 8, at

Deanville

had

an

enjoyable

Christmas.
Addresses were made by Rev’s
N. J. Shirey, J. Shoemaker and Mr. H. N.

Shoemaker.

After a recitation by Miss Susan

Myers, the presents
loaded trees.

were

taken

from

two

Ohio.

Dec. 20. Two weeks the pastor was assisted
by Rev. Wm. Clark of Cleveland. Bro. C. is
an earnest and devoted worker, and he will be
by the peo-

ple here. On account of the sickness of his
family he was obliged to:leave. Rev. O. EL.
Baker of Marion was then called.
He labored
three weeks, and the interest that had already
been awakened, deepened and widened under
his logical and practical preaching. Seven

have already united with the church” and more
will unite soon, some with

the other churches

of the plaee. Nearly all who have professed
Christ are heads of families. The church is
much revived and encouraged. Religion had

been at a low ebb for a number of years, and

infidelity had

fessing

had

powerful

Christians

sway,

doubted

uutil

whether

pro-

there

could be a revival here again. We feel to
thank God and ‘Hold the Fort.......Bro.
Baker had held a meeting here something
over thirty years ago, and several of the con-

verts of that meeting, who are still pressing
‘toward the mark’ now joined hands with
him in winning other souls for Christ. It was
very refreshing to him to see them faithful

still, and pleasant to them to hear him still on
the walls of Zion.
The Lord is blessing the Coalton branch of
Petrea church with a very precious revival.

Five bave been added. Two were baptized

New Year’s morning, the others had previously attended to this duty.
Quite a number are
asking the prayers of Christians, The breth-

ren.are making an effort to byild a house to
be known as the Garfield Memorial chapel. .
Bro. O. H. Denny, u student of Rio
Grande College is protracting the meeting and
soliciting funds for the proposed

chapel....«-:

Ro. F. Sherritt is well recelved
churches of the Jackson Q. M.
‘Michigan.

by

the

9

The new F. B. church at Batavia was dedi:
cated

by

Prof. Dunn

Nov.

14,

$240

were

raised, ‘The sum is sufficient to pay the” small
debt and complete the furnishing of the
church,

The building is & neat

ure, capable of seating 500.

the c

of expense.

There has been a constant growth, its members increasing from twelve to forty. The pastor expects to close his labors with this church

our: cause

energetic work

4th 8
good
endu

for his

a long time gratefully remembered

ed in the loss of his wife, who for many years
has been his helper and companion in his la-

The pléce is remarkably healthy and free from
temptation to vice and dissipation. No grogor loafing

chair

pastor, is engaged in a revival,
Lay brethren
from other churches are helping them in the
work.
Backsliders are returning, and the
Rey. I. Ridlon of Small Point is greatly afflict-

grand, causing oneto extlaim,— How marvel-

village..

It consisted of an easy

Rev. A. H. Whitaker writes: “The meetings
at E. Liberty continued five weeks, closing

and was highly pleased with it. The schools
h Lynn, Mass, Dedicatorial prayer by the pasprosperous in an eminent degree, the buildings
are ‘ample and convenient, the grounds are tor, Rev. J. W. Carr. Several other ministers
spacious and : pleasant, and the scenery is participated in the services. The sermon was

shops

ing.

Miss Haynes of the Theelogieal School has
been spegding a few weeks with the church at
Winnegasice, Her labors have been very ac:
ceptable. The church needs a pastor......The
Georgetown church, although destitute of a

Holy

ly acquainted with many of its noble supporters who stood firm as the everlasting hills in

part of the students are far advanced in their

tone that was intended to be received as
npity of smaller sects that have far too cordial and fraternal, It was impossible
“much in common to stand aloof from one to do more in view of our ignorance, with
another even in so comparatively unim- which we are fully credited, of the actual
portanta thing as a formal organization. situation in the Northwest, and also in

church, besides

River mission.”

constant study to be fair and just to all,

has, moreover,

B.

will |

study, valued at eight dollars. Also a small
sum in cash was received, making $17 during
the past year.
The chair
was
procured
through the efforts of Mrs. Leander Sweet, a
recently received and very worthy member of

New

F.

cup.

has
one

fully competent for his work. “Tle avinter

universal church, we pray for the organic

Center, presents

ceived, in a massive gilt frame, a beautifiil engraving,
representing
* The
Good Shepherd”; also a set of ““ Plutarch’s Lives,” Mrs.
J. received an elegant silver ice pitcher and

church,

liged to give the preference to other
articles previously received. It is our

Tt

the amount of $14.
Pine St. (Lewiston)

party and on
of $18, also,

paying the floating debt Christmas, gave many

of

wide reputation and a pleasing manner of im.
parting knowledge to others. A. M. Marsh,

purpose relating to the Free Buptist.

80,

Sept.

tion received during the past five years, had
his heart gladdened
by the reception of
Christmas present at the last covenant meet-

deep love for the church and high
the people, offers, if they will arise
a house of worship

to

20ing
ed to

from

when
for any reason it shall seem
matter thus furnished. |

well

is too
inar

ing for nearly eight yeurs, and becoming very
much discouraged from the meager compensa-

wisdom

Rev, Z. J. Wheeler and family render thanks

as the Saturday afternoon before they are
to appear? Even then, weare often ob-

The Star has published as soon as pos-

remit-

the w

Island.

to perform
manual
labor - for support,
would
be very acceptable for a pastor.

Denominational.

ous are thy works, O, Lord

/

or in this office is Moses B. Smith

communications

Rhode

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ.
ers, not Betomarily for publication, and should
reach this office
before Savurday mgt in order to
get into the next issue of
Star, We,
of
course, reserve the right to condense,
¢

We wonder if the statistics on this matter among the Congregational churches of
New York and Philadelphia would make a
much
better showing.
Chih

days, I decided

as

‘iness

The pastor of 8, Scituate church, after labor-

the first Sabbath in Murch, A good man, one of

infant.

its darkest

responsibilities

durin
og C
and. |
AMUus!
Year’
Wool

Massachusetts.

Ministers and Chmrches,

Green Mountain Seminary Again.
effort to find this needed money. Able ..
men are required for sugh ‘an important 't At atime when some of our schools are emwork, and we are glad to know that one barrassed with debt and divided counsels, reof the ablest ‘men in the denomina- "sulting in a loss of attendance, ft is refreshing
tion is at length induced to undertake it. to visit a school that is popular with the comHis valuable services. to: the denomina- munity and highly esteemed by the pupils,
During a reéent visit in the vicinity of the
tion heretofore, together with the weight Green Mountain Seminary, since I am intimate-

the spectful hearing everywhere.

duties and

Concord, N. H., Jan.5, 1882.

where the eloquent

Montgomery

-

tances for the treasuries of those Societies
should be addressed.
SiLas CURTIS.

Lombard

where the ‘enterprising Muchmore
gathered 273 members, has baptized

©

inch 1
you t

Five person (one by baptism) were admitted to the Worcester church Jan. 1.
Rev. T. H. Stacy has accepted the call to
the F.B. church of Lawrence,

midst,

Home Mission and Education Societies ended on the first day of the month. My success-

Dr. Wadsworth has the care of 150 members, reports the baptism of one little in-

fant.

in our

of our Benevolent Societies.

My services,

It has 440 mem-

church

published

Treasurer of the Freewill Baptist Foreign and

street, with a membership of 230, reports
no infant baptisms. The venerable old

As to Dr. Bowen, we congratulate the
. Trustees and the friends of the college

upon the obtaining of his services in ‘the’

people

possibly

paper

Treasurer

:

church,

Then,

Houston, Minn., Dec. 30, 1881.
fli
tei

presents.

to be

to read.

D. D. MITCHELL.

Street

thing

paper

shall we not side by side stand and ?i{/t unti]

men, it seems to us,

the

no religious

we see it a success?
”
Forward your names to Rev. A. A. Smith,
Minneapolis, Minn., as a subscriber, and remember “only a few days remain.”
* Work
while the day lasts.”

to

is

had

nominational

of one of ‘the ** other” times. Consider
able sums from. considerably wealthy

We believe that we are now in the midst

It was recommended that our Sabbath Schools supply themselves with lesson helps from F.
B. sources, so far as such helps meet their

they

down

pil
the

to read

whilé we bave the opportunity of havifig a de-

the most of, to his

of the
Owen,

pastor of Lyndon church, and wife were very

servants of the living God, do as well?

he will

could show

85 years old and is still one
lars of the church......Rev. E.

Rv
and. !

:

Vermont,

Bight

11 eeli

Tas ac

and his family were happy ‘and thankful.

Kindly remembered at the Christmas festival.

Parents, dare you before God and your chil
dren present
this excuse?
The Devil is
wealthy enough to circulate his deadly poisoned literature, and shall not we, who are

S. L.
minds
trine
have

“My 30
Iron Works:
annual donation ® came off the evening of the 4th, from which
I realized $123.18, I think the donors were

their ‘subscription;

| :

yet:

the recipients of valuable Christmas present.

on the table, and with sorrow of heart you
will remember that while they were learning

By reference to the official statistics an
astounding state of affairs is shown. "In
the stately West Arch Street church, with
its membership of 309, not an infant has
been brought to the baptismal font daring
the ecclesiastical year.
So with Old Pine

work better at some times than at others.

may
be, it i8 quite sure
that
will learn'many things during the first coming nearer together. As tending to
five years, the knowledge of which at hasten such fellowship and union of the

sooner young preachers find out that
whiat the people most need from ‘the pul-

for us to

to these

sisters of the Northwest, shall this work be
buried by you and me beneath the ruins of a

all this western country.

Friends, continue work for subscribers to
| the Star. - We hope to be able to report encouragiug results. .
:

.

is still open

this enterprise a success.

much

S-0-O-b-b

he denominations of the churchof Christ are sible all that has been sent to it for that school and teachers. Taking into account the

not a few more or less unhappy mistakes
of judgment. Among other things, the

-make

of members

showing is no better. Ia Mr. Talthe money to meet its increasing needs. the
mage's church, numbering 2,471, only 49
This money, however, must be sought. (infants were baptized. Dr. Cuyler bap-

A WORD ON PREACHING.
‘Some one, we believe it was the late country offer equal advantages.” The
Dr, Bacon.of New Haven, onoé remarked Conference reports 35 churches and 3453
that a young minister will do more harm’ communicants.
We rejoice more and more in whatever
than
good
during
the: first five
years of his ministry. - However this evidences are afforded that the various

the outset would have saved him from

that the opportunity

has

question

or unworthiness

| | church, 570 members

of his private and his official’ charactor,
of this Ton- "will, we predict, Secire for him, a re-

congregations,”

to

he

me that the required number of subscribers to
make this a success is not yet obtained, and

Meeting. The church must decide that,
and he is expected to report numbers as
he finds them on the record, names being

to grow up without somewhere providiag'} Pap

denominational
their

churches. and

all. Elders

app

impression, however, that it is to be

circulation to a larger extent among

authority

that

ers, but let him who will come

take his best sermons, for he will need

A private letter from Bro. A. A. Smith tells

own personal advantage and the serious
disadvantage of the supportersof religious truth and sound morals.
:
——The evidence comes in from various
sources of the decline of infant baptism.
We quote the following from the Journal
and Messenger, touching tlie Presbyterian
practiee, or, perhaps, lack of practice, in
New York:
In Dr. John Hall's church, with a memmendable.
We accomplish bat little bership
of 1,730, there were 21 babes bapwithout boldness and persistency. We tized last year. In Dr. Howard Crosby's,
believe that th
is
money
some- | with 1,384 members, there were only 17.
love
is more:
where
for‘that Batesthere college.”
God J never "Dr, Bevan's Brick Church has 1,100 mem‘bers, but only 23 infants were dedicated in
permits such an institution, so man- | baptism.
In Dr. Robinson's Memorial

is of more consequence to them than any~ interest of said organs.”

thing else and should be attended to before

at

college, but also to the generous spirit of

¢ That this Conference continue its endorsement of the Religious Intelligencer

- AnolHér thing church members should | “we
do is to take care of their own piety. This

estate

claims, and its retention by “those who
will hold it will appear a rather surprising act of injustice done not only to the

which

will ‘feel that there is something for them organs, and strongly recommend

“The Free Baptist.”

O-0-O-0-0
>

college ultimately lose this money it will
be lost through the triumph of petty tech-

_ We agree to combine in a Convention for the purposes of promoting miswait at the altar are parfakers
with the sions, education, and general denominaaltar. Even so the Lord’ ordained that tional interests ; but only so far as may be
agreed upon by each body represented in
they which preach the gospel should live the
Convention.
The
administrative
of the gospel.” He bases the principle of functicnsof such a Convention shall only
ministerial support on the old provision extend to matters we may be agreed upon
made for the priesthood. He ‘‘ ordained” after a mutual interchange of opinion, or
such questions as may be referred to the
-it as a gospel plan.
Convention by the bodies represented by
But the church members should do it. No action shall be taken to: form
something’ more than afford pecuniary practically such a Convention until enB the same in
support to the pastor; they should coip- dorsed by those wing
Session of Generate with him 1n a cordial and an earnest either Annual or Special
eral Conference.
manner, giving him their sympathy and
The Conference chose as a delegate to
the benefit of their prayers.
Here is
represent them in a Convention seeking
where laymen often fail. They appar-.
closer union of F. B. denominations—
ently think, sometimes, that the pastor is
Rev. T. H. Siddall.
lawfully to be criticised and found fault
The Reports on: Missions, Education,
with ; and if an imperfection is discoverTemperance, the Pastorate System, Sab‘ed,as it ‘may be, it is to be distorted. and
- magnified
and rendered
insufferable. bath Schools, and other mffiers. are fall
Such a course is ruinous both to pastor of 1#e and interest. Some feeling appears
“and people, and is destructive to the spir- of want of system in mission work. Full"
acknowledgement is made of the ‘able
ituality of every church where it occurs.
Ifthe people are in full sympathy with manner in which the Woman's Mission
the pastor in his labors, trials, disappoint- Aid Society is pushing forward the Forments and perplexities, they will have no «»ign-Mission work.” It was resolved—
time or disposition to censure him;

his

tion, the pledge

the U. S. and the Dominion, for purposes

following is, in part, the language of the

pastor. He is employed by them for the
1ime being to assist them in their own
work. Hence they are under obligations
to support him. Paul says, ‘‘ They which

with

of mutual help and benefit,” and commending the subject to this Sixteenth
Conference for some favorable and defi-

action.

ne

“worthiness

MOVE.

chief monument.
As to the resolution of the Trustees to
We hope they will lsndly remember ug raise a hundred thousand dollars and
next year.”
z
complete the endowment fund independ‘We are pleased to find in the report ently of the Bates estate, we wish to speak
of the Yarmouth
and
Shelburse Q. our approval.
We admire both the pluck
M. an account of action taken looking to and the faith which it manifests. To
*¢ a closer union with the F. C. Baptists of some persons it may appear rather audaNew Brunswick and the F. Baptists of the cious, but its audacity is throughly com-

ly identified with the church

than the

NEW

standing of the clerk’s duties

"| whole Aroostook region is open to faithful toil.

but now I come to each, and ask you te cons
|“ God has come in power and converted prec.
er this work prayerfully and see if God does fous souls. Bro. Hollis Jordan came to help us
‘not demand this at our hands. I know there Dec. 4, and God has blessed his labors. Some
are many excuses.
Some feel that they are thirty, from the strong man of 75 to the youth
ces by which the Rev. Dr. Bowen, Presi- valuable services, we may state that from taking all the papers they have time to
3 of 12, have, we trust, found the Baviour,
dent of the Board of Overseers, is placed 1839 to 1869 he served as Cor. Sec. of bat, brother, is there not some family in
r ‘Blessed be God!”
:
in the field for the raising of $25,000 for" our H. M. Society and made the annual community who is destitute of religious readThe Union church at East Haven was dedi.
He has also ing? some young man or woman who is given cated Dec. 27. Rev. M. C, Henderson presch.
the college—to constitute a part of $100,- reports’ during that time.
been Auditor of our Printing Establish- over to reading such literature as is poison to ed and Rev. H. P, Cushing (Methodist) offer000 in all to be raised for the completion
the soul? Think for a moment of the opportu- ed the dedicatory prayer. Remarks were
of the endowment fund, may be foundin ment for more than thirty years. He was nity
of rescuing souls from a life of misery made by D. P, Hull, Esq., Rev. E. Owen and
Treasurer of the F. M. Soelety three years,
another column.
this
ea
here below and a final eternal damnation, and others.
The cost of the building is about
instead of four, as was stated last week.
.-As to the—must we say itP—prospecforward their names as subscribers to the Free $1000, of which only $50 are unpaid. There
——We wish persons sending marriage
tive failure to obtain the last $100,000 notices to be inserted in the Star would Baptist with a prayer to God that its influence was a good attendance, notwithstanding the
pledged to the college by the late Benja- be more careful to write legibly the names may be blessed to their conversion. Again, rain..... Mrs. Fitzgerald preach#d in Sutton
min E. Bates, we need not speak at length of the contracting parties. If they knew you feel too pogr to subscribe. You are not Déc. 25. She spoke at the S. 8. concert in the
evening. She delivered a temperance lecture
too poor to live in a community where the
now. Itis enough to state the simple into what distress we are often thrown on minds of the young are being poisoned by Wednesday evening
following. There was a
facts that the condition by which that account of unreadable copy, they would wicked literature that the daily mails are full house, also deep interest, in all the gathpledge was to become valid and available certainly have pityon us. We have been bringing to them. Ina few years your chil erings.......Rev. M. A. Quimby- recently
dren will have formed their habits of reading. passed a Sunday in Lyndon Center. His preswas met in a form that fully accorded wofully misled in some instances, of late.
You
will then see them eagerly perusing the ence is always enjoyed in this, his native
~The
Christian
Standard
is
right
in
with the expectations of Mr.- Bates, and
place. His father, Dea. Thomas Quimby, is
novel that conveys a wicked influence, while
exposing
the
weakness,
to
use
no
stronger
that no one donbts that if he were alive,
nearly
the religious paper, or book, lies untouched up-

ference of the Free Baptists of Nova Scotia. The Conference was held at Barrington last September. The Rev. F.

nite

“Is it the

the whole denomination which the college’ ‘the P, O. address of Bro. M. B. Smith, the
represents and to which it may be said to new Treasurer of our benevolent societies.
belong. A copy of these resolutions, to- In addition to what was said last week.in
gether with an accountof other occurren- | acknowledgement of Bro. Curtis’s long and

the Minutes of the Sixteenth Annual Cpn-

Some
THINGS
CHURCH
MEMBERS
SHOULD P0o.—They are more permanent-

}

BATES OOLLEGE—A

lutions were passed that are of interest to.

in

gather from these Minutes, expressed
itself as favorable to such union and desirous of promoting it by the institution
of a ¢ Convention composed of delegates
from the Y. M’s of all the F. B. Conferences within the bodies named.” The

Sh
fi EE

:

At a meeting of the Trustees of Bates
College, held in Lewiston, Dec. 19, reso=

tion drawn from the stores of history, art,

system is working
admirably among
them, and that many’ of .them have a
strong feeling in favor of establishing a
school to educate young men for the ministry. He added, “It was much regretted that the delegates from the Geheral
Centennial Conference and the Maine
Central Yearly Meeting were not present
(i. e.; at the last N. B. Conference).

man, and followed him

the

is

gally and organically, we should be one.
We hope the time is not far distant when
we shall see-Such a Convention assemble
as contemplated in the action of the Nova

science; experience, yet simply. A young
preacher once asked Dr. Dwight, ¢¢ What
is the best method of treating very difficult and abstruse points in mental _philosophy?
I cannot give you any information upon the subject,” replied the Doctor; “1 am not familiar with such topics;
1 leave them for young men.”

ed very plain. He says it
we believe it. It certainly
quence, for he has none of
oratory. It cannotbe his
his originality. He seems

As we watched

There

daries that should keep us apart. North,
south, east and west, both sympatheti-

scholarly grace and refinement and intelligence, and whatever wealth of illustra-

11,000 communicants, that the pastorate

relating

impossible.

‘nothing ic geographical or national boun-

whatever

thio secret of his rerharkable power seem-

and

otherwise

for

precincts of of the Temple; almost as if |

thoughts,

work,

his own experience.

good

sub-

The Rev. A. Kenney, delegate present
from the Free Christian Baptists of New
Brunswick, stated among other things
that the body represented by himself has

was describing that

less, united, we may become a power

stance’ of the preacher's work. With
authority, and yet simply—as did Jesus,
whether beside Gennesaret or within the
speaking

friend asks,

rapidly and to the uttermost. to acsomplish that work for the church and the world duty of a church clerk to report absent
which many things, past and present, members 88 non-resident, when not worthy
show that God means for them to do. If, wo be called members?”
We
answer that
it is
our
underdivided, we do not certainly fall, neverthe-

for them

Babcock acted as Moderator, and the Rev.

+—

We sat listening not long since to (Geo.
Miiller

sentially the simplicity of the Scripture
narrative, the better it will be

and their usefulness.
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and taking courage.
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Quarterly Meeting Notices.
OTE Co- (Me.) with the Biddeford
Feb. 1,
P. SMITH,
Cedar Valley,
(Iowa) with the
chureh, Feb 10—12.
H. C. INMAN,
Weare (N. H.) at.Contoocook, Jan.

;

« A ieeting began, Dec, 16, in charge
Dodge,

minds and heart

of

but prejudice existed in the
of the people against the doc-

Numbers and: intérest

purity.

trine of Heart

Wednesday

increased day by day, and the end is not
Denominational indifference is rapidly
displaced, and love is triumphing.
The
are appearing. Sinners are converted,

pave
vet:
being
fruits

Rjv. Judson B. Palmer of Hillsdale, Mich.,
has accepted8 call to the Waterloo church,
and entered upon his work Christmas.
Tennessee.

Rev. W. A. Headrick sends us some items
from Nola Cbucky. * New Year has come
themselves

vou to see the colored people enjoy

durcare
and
New

during the holidays. They do not work
but they throw aside all
jog Christmas,
and ‘ give themselves--over to hilarity
amusements between Christmas and
:

Woolsey College, Dee. 23. There was no busof
iness transacted until Saturday on aecount
Our ministry
the want of 8 quordm present.

Moses

B.

Smith,

Baptist Foreign,
Societies, Concord

is de5

Clerk pro

Treasurer
Home
N. H

Central

Dec.,
F. M,

session

Constantia
**
WMSStriba
NY
W M 8S Phoenix *

42
3.81

50
A3
334

Union
Mrs

w= a

GE

Mrs

Ch

N

Cattaraugus

Oneonta

ip.

Franklin Ch

M

‘aad attend-

church,

LL.

Feb.

Swege

Next session with the

Summerhill

church;

20, conference Friday previous at 6 P. M.
JOHN TYLER,

Feb.

Rock & Dane (Wis.)—Held with the Oakland
church. Owing to a severe storm the attendance
10. Opening sermoi Friday evening by Rev. JG
L, HULSE,

_Sebec

(Me.)—Held

Foxcroft church,

Dec.

16-18

Clerk.

with Dover

In consequence

of the

traveling some of the churches were not
by the

presence

of

brother

The

session was

Irom

Elk River,
Mion. Also Bro. Bachelder of Bates
Theo. School was present and preached a very
interesting sermon,

entertained

in a most cordial manner. Collections
and cheerfully given.
Any church desiring the next

were

Otsego (N. Y.)—Held 1ts last session

read

from

the

Dec.

Franklin,

2—4.

the

were

Oneonta, . Otsdawa,

Weet Davenport and West Oneonta churches,

resenting

a good degree of

Next session
March 8-3.

with

the

vep-

prosperity as a whole.

Nobody enjoys then icest surroundings if in
bad health.
There are miserable people about

to-day to whom a bottle of Parker's Ginger
* Tonic would bring more solid comfort than all
tried.

tle.

other

bot-

After she had taken it a week she had a rous-

ing appetite, and did her

everything.

I

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,

Seth W.
33

LAR
.

r 8
a bottle.

pur

QUERYU’'S
COD

druggls

LIVER

at ONE DOL:

at
OIL

ONE

|

-

JELLY"

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
tonsumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benef

200

2.00

26¢

2.62

130

1.30

400

64

4W

2.00

this Jelly

KY

than by

13.75
2.35
1.04

264
1.04

87
53

REEL

87

10.00

149

1.48

mom

or

AN ONLY DAUGHTER
CURED OF CONSUMPTION.
When death was hourly expected, all remedies
having failed, and Dr. H. JAMES was experiment.
ng with the many herbs of Calcutta, he accident.

made a preparation which

eared. his only

child of Comsumption.
IMis child is now in this
country enjoying
[the best of health.
He has
proved
to
the world that Consumption can be
positively and
permanently cured.
The Doctor
now gives this
ipe free, only asking two three.
cent stamps to pay expenses.
This herb also
cu 8 Righi-swen , nausea at the stomach, and.
will bredk
up a fresh cold in twenty-four hours.
Address, CRADDOCK & CO,, 1032 aoe St, Phila.
*delphia, naming this paper.
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A Leading London Phys-~
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Office in New York
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107 Carry Me Back to 01d Virginny,

This large and

Address
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a
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Patent

Solici-
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“I have used a box of Dr. Warren's Troches with
much satisfaction and benefit. They are the best I
ever used,”—[Rev. B, T. Sanborn, Fremont, N. H.
send me another box of Warren’s Troches,

Catalogue Free,

Mention tmspaper.

without them,”—[Mrs. 8. W. Adams,
F. Adams of Greenland, N. H.
Rev
“1 have used inthe last xix weeks seven boxes of
Brown’s Troches, but they have failed to help me. 1
received the box you sent me on Saturday and began
to use them at once, and am happy tn say that I ani
yer,
) velleved.”— (Rev, George W. Plerce, East
Rochester, N, H.
'
v
!
“1 was suffering from nu cough occasioned by a cold
ut the time I received them, and they helped me at
once. 1 gave some to one of my parishioners whose
threat was troubling
her, and they afforded her great
and immediate reliet.”—[Rev, N. F. Tilden, Lebanon,

HEAVE

4151

describ:
Real Estate Review
ing farms, and giving valuable infor. Free
with
Guide Book,

Maps of Va. and Richmond, 60 cents. Stamps
taken. Come South NOW and escape eold
'
‘Winter.

H.L.STAPLES & CO., Richmond, Va.

Oheice Poetical Selections
0

Albums, neatly

bonnd;

for Autograph

250

spicy

:

v

257 Good-Bye Sweetheart.
260 Sadie Ray.
270 Tim Finigan’s Wake.

273 The Hat

275
277
279
280
283
234
286

>

My Father Wore.

I've Only Been Down to the Club.
Kiss Me Again.
The Vacant Chair.
The Sweet Sunny South.
4
Come Home Father.
Little Maggie May.
Molly Bawn,
‘

288 Sally in Our Ally,

209 Foor Did Nod ni

aa

RE301 I'll
AE
wines c,
Go Back
10 my 01d Love

292

other.

Man in the

301

Moon
is Loo

e

Ono's Walting for Me

302 The Batcher Boe 0

,

mE

.

Asai

vegan

305 I'se Gwine Back to Dixie.

WORLD

‘MA

NUF'C CO., 122 Nasgau Street,

Naw York.

Gottage Library- Popular Stories 1 Cent Each
14
15.
16
- 17
18

The Broken Dyke.
Saved by elpraph.
5
How She Lost
Him,
My Deaf Wife afid Aunt.
Slimpkin’s Revenge.
The
Chemist's Story.
Crimes of the Ocean.

9 Gurith, the
uty.

26 A Mexican Adventure,

13 The Rivals,

1 Death or Marriage.
2
‘3
4
5
6
¥
8

27
28
20
30
31

Lynx Eye.
Under False Colors.
‘Adventures of a Bachelor
A Race for Life.
Murderer’s Hollow.

20
21
22
23
24

Norwegian

38 Left to Die.
39 May's Mistake.

Good Friends Again.
No Beggars Need Apply.
A Nebraska Adventure.
The Meeting.
The Tale of Stanislaus.

40 Imprisoned.
41 Under the Waves,

43 A Married Flirt.
43 It was too Late.
32 Diamond Cut Diamoiide | 44 Out Upon the Line.
33 Left till Called For.
45 The Confessed Murderer.
34 A Mustache, and What| 46 A Strange Revenge.

19 All's Well that Ends Well

10 Adalina, the Coquette,
11 A Terrible Sol:
12 The Trapper’s
Death.

Cheated of the Price.
The Father's Secret.
The Husband & the Lover
A Sea Adventure.
the Dishes,
Love Amon,

Came of It.

47 1 Alone am Guilty!

48 Wi Western

35 The Well of Destin: y.

49 The-Old

36 Makingit Hot for them.

.

or's_ Story,

Miller's

Daugh-

50 The Pretty Cousin. [ter.
37 Lion and the Shark.
25 Salem Witchcraft.
you will name this paper and order at once, we will send {0 for Ten Cents, 25 for Fifte n C nts,
It
ne or
Sen
or Al
25
cents. ‘We will not fill an order. for less than TEN CENTS. »
an immense stock and we must sell.
Three ost Li XL oye for 20 ave one

L. A. THOMPSON

& CO., 22 Beekman

Street, New York.
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CHEAP
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FOR
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50,000 Laborers car get Immediate Employment, at Good Wages,
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“Found them to have an immediate effect in relleving irritation of the throat.”—[Rev, Albert Watson,
Pastor Cong’l Church, Hampstead, N, H.'
“1 have found them superior to anything I ever
need for clearing and Jubricating the vocal organs, at
the same time have a genial influence upon’ the stom=
ach,”—[Rev, lauae C. W hite, Newmarket, N. H,
» I have tried Dr, Warren's Wild Cherry and Sarsaarila Troohes and find that they relieve
bronehinl
rritarfon quicker and more effectually
than any
troches I have ever used.”—[ Rev, G. M.
Rice, Milford,
« H.
A ROX OF DR. WARREN'S
WILD CHERRY
AND
SAHSAPARILLA TROCHES sent to any address on receipt of25 cents by the AMERICAN
MEDICINE
Co,
Manchester, N. H.
eo, C. Goodwin & Co,, Boston, General Agents,

.

A

,,

¢

tL FSC

:
with

Equal

fidelity, and

Yields

unrivaled

tones.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

J. ESTFY & CO., Brattleboro, Vt.

Tseslie's Sagoo supe Sed a

The first and fullest of all the Fashion

Frank

in every number.”

THE VERY BEST

Departments upon the TOILET, the NURSERY, the FAMILY
NEW-YEAR'S PRESENT for a LADY.
DOCTOR, and HOUSEHOLD RECEIPTS.
Profusely illustrated, and full of the best Stories,

PRICE REDUCED—$2.50
Miscellany.
For sale by all news-dealers. For

tran
FRANK

for sale.

4tl

|

Nellie Gray,

255 Little Brown Jug.
256 Ben Bolt.

308 Where is My Bo To-Night.
The Old Man's Drunk Again.
310 The Five Cent
Shave.
I Am Waiting, Essie Dear,
319 Linger, Not Darling.
Take Me Back to Home & Mother
224 Come. Birdie, Como,
,
320" Dancing in the Sunlight,
Come, Sit by My Side. Darling.
We wili send by mall, post-paid. any ten of thesesongs for (Q cents: any twenty.five songs for 15 cents: any
Or we will gend all the above one hundred songs, post-paid for 40 cents
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Shelburne Co., Nova Scotia, is without a pastor. A good, strong and energetic man
sired. Address N. McGray as above.

be sent to Rufus Deering,

8. D. Bates, Treasurer

of the Mion. Y. M. Mission Sosies
to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should
be sent.
(10t28)

Island,

Sable

Cape

of

church

B.

The F.

sion should

Y. M., should be sent tor F, M., H. M.
tion Societi¢s.

-

Nova Scotia,

contains

ceives free, the choice of

Leach—Frisselle.—April 18, by
the same,
Mr. H. W. Leach, of Troy, and Miss 1da Frisselle,

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.

and

perseverance

by

number

pages

Coventry, and Miss Sarah A. Rice, of Newport.

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52t38)
Rev.L B Potter,
sing, Mich., to whom all

ed to go, hut do mot expect to leave before
Septaees ss .The Liberty and Midway cburches
will be wanting a preacher after the 3d and
ith Sundays in Aug. Liberty could be madea
church

Every

JOURNAL of MUSIC.

with Musical Sketches, Original Articles, Crit
cisms, Poetry, Notes, Musical News, and 5 to 10

| Rev.

Mis-

State

contributed for the Maine

Rev.

in a recent letter to the Star my intention of
s0ing to Ohio next spring. I have fully decid-

good puying
endurance

’
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from
resulting
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of
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without
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by
26,
Jan.
Vt.
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Address
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d
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Our Ministers’ Conference met

SIRE

Year'S:eunses

J. W. SBCRIBNER, Clerk,

ORG Ament

amuse

doubtless

1t would

inch fallof smow.

it 4 8

with

has brought

and

down South,

9, A, M,

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
. .CORRODERS AND GRINDERS OF

Corinth
(Vt.) with the Washington church,
Jan. 20-22.
CHESTER DICKEY, Clerk.
Minard—Milbery.—Dec. 29, by Rev. Jos
Lisbon (N. H.) with the Lisbon ‘church, Feb.
MeLeod, kev.B. Jara, ‘of Gutdiner, Me., and
—5.
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk,
.y elder dau
.
uy
Freedom (N.Y.) with the church at Scotts. Em
of Wicklow, XB. - glter
or Geo + Milbery, Env,
bargh, Jan, 13—13.
L. WARNER, Clerk.
arll—-Ricker.—~In
Lyman, Me., Nov,
24
Gibson (Fa) with the Liberty church, Feb.
: by Rev. J. H. Potter, "Mr. Walter H. Carll and
~~
8—5. A full attendance desired.
iss Dora M. Ricker, both of Waterboro.
;
br
0. C. WHITNEY, Clerk.
Archibald—Stevens.—In
Lebanon,
Me,
Genesee
(N., Y.): with the Bethany church,
Dec. 81, at the residence of the bride’s father, by
Friday, Jan.
20, at 2, P. M. Opening sermon by
Rev. A, F. Hutchinson, Mr. Josiah E.. Archibald,
Rev. 1. Hyatt.
EK. 8. SMITH, Clerk.
and Miss Lizzie H. Stevens, of
Rockingham (N. H.) at Newmarket, Jan. 13, of Wakefleld,
19, to commence Wednesday, at 10.30 A. M,
I utiingng —Taylor.—In
-Taylor.—In 8t.§ Johnsbury, Vt.,Dec.
Opening sermon by Rev. Bi A. Sherwood.
81, by Rev. H. Lockhart,
Mr. H. C.
Cuttin,
We nesdsy aflerhoon and eveningto be devoted
Mist Alice P. Taylor,”
1
Cutting ad
to the Bunday-sehool interest.
.
Evans-Harriman.—By the same, Mr. E. E.
|
:
H. F.
Woop, Clerk.
Evans and Miss Katie R. Harriman,
all of St.
Otisfleld (Me.) with the church in Bridgton,
Berry’s Mills, Feb. 1-8. Conference, Wednesday
ng-—
es8.—At t
arsonage
in East
Sermon 10.30 by Rev. W. J. Twort. Meet
|. 8,at A.theM.church
Ee
i 27,
on Tuesday evening ‘at 6.30. Please Tilton, N. H., by Rev. W.
Mr. Eben E. Cutting, of Laconia, N. H., and Miss
remember the quarterly collections for Missions
Clara
E.
Ames,
of
Lake
Village,
N.
H.
and destitute churches’.
Stevens—Donaver.—By.
the same, Dec. 25,
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.
Mr. GeorgeA. Stevens, of Lake Village, N. H.,

packsliders reclaimed and believers sanctified.
gight-denominations are. represented in this
meeting, held in the Presbyterian church.

:

Clerk.

Belknap (N.
Hy) with the 1st Canterbury
church, Jan.
he
C. M. EMERY, Clerk.
‘Wheelock (Vt.) with the Sutton church, Jan.
H. LOCKHART, Clerk.
.
Sandwich (N. H.) with the New Hampton
church, Jan. 24—26. Opening sermon Tuesday
evening, 6:30, by Rev.
W. L. Noyes. Conference

followBro. P. Reed,of Woodburn, sends the
S. L.

church,
Clerk.
Mitchell
Clerk.
y

F, M. RICHARDS,

CHURCH'S

“R Dunn Hillsdale Mich
:
“Wm GC
ham Litchfield Corner Me
“ A H Morrell Chepachet R 1
“ Z J Wheeler Gorham Me
“ W A Myers Rome Center Mich
“JJ Hoag Hague NY
J W Barr Keenville *
E R Skiurer Tunbridge Vt
D KE Land West Corinth Vt
A P Tracy North Danville Vt
Rev I Allen Elsie Mich
“* W Mitchell Greenbush Wis
i
BY EXPRESS.
L D Boynton Lundy’s Lane Pa
J B Drew PawP: J Mich
’
N A Avery Epsom
N H

«

Aotices. :

in this place is the result of a series of meet~
years
jngs held bY sister Lura A. Mains two
ago. The pastor, W.E. Dennett, is taking a
College.
post-graduate course in Hillsdale
apparently
with good congregations and an
increasing interest, he feels like thanking God

ing:

13
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per year; six months, $1.25;
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AMECHANICAL WONDER!
~The Only Self-cting Was hing Machine in the World.

DOES IT ALL.
A NEW MOTIVE POWER DISOOVERED---EXPANSION OF HEAT
rate of 10 to 60 revolutions

per minute.

A thing

A cylinder made to revolve under water at the
through water boiling hot in Hisor naz .
never accomplished before. Clothing made to pass rapid](30) minutes
labor, Wear
without
,
n thirty
ner, are washed most speedily and thoroughl
The most wonderful jadgr.
A child can operate it, and it can Dot get outoforder.
No skill required.
do lg ar
Gelb
United
,
ine or device ever invented. We wan t every familya, in fhe
saving
Arnos!
of the
farther information regarding this greatest discovery
and
the UnitedJand,States,
{in the
nbn
other companies
who has boul an of the washers so largely advertised by e hands of every fami
© wish to place this Self-Acting Washer in t ss of selling it for a limited time. Adto write us.
busine
offer extra inducements to good men to engage in the

dress at once for descriptive pamphlet aad term

RENNER
120 Smithfield

Street,

3,

MANU FACTURING
-

-

-

-

CO.
Pittsburgh,

Pa.

THE
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once distrust the love and tenderness

G. Mitchell.

A WINTER SONG.
BY

HENRY

RIPLEY

DORR.

The

winds are whistling through the trees,
The snow is falling fast,
The brooks upon the mountain side
No longer o’er the mosses glide;
The laughing rill upon the hill
Wander a spotless robe is still;
The summer days have passedt
The frost has clad the naked bush;
The pine trees sigh and moan;
The winding road is lost in snow;

The birds of winter come sand go,
The woods are dumb, the wild bee’s ham
No more from blooming flowers will eome

Till winter days have flown!
Sing out a ringing réundelay!

Be merry while ye may!
‘What tho’ the winds are wild and cold—

* ‘What tho’ the year is growing old?
If hearts are warm and love is strong,
The moaning wind is summer's song,
80 love and laugh to-day!
— Home Jowrseal.
oO

THE STORM AND THE STARS.
BY CAROLINE

MAY.

1 was afraid one night at sea;
Bo rolled the ship in cavernous waves,
From which came groans of misery,
And shrieks, as when a maniac raves.
1 rose, and to my port-hole clung,
Bearce hoping to see aught but dark
‘Wild chaos, o'er the waters flung,
‘Where leapt and fell our creaking ark.
But, searching through the
I
syw a sphinx-like cloud,
All inky black, loomed o’er
As mid the yawning gulfs

waste so drear,
whose head,
us near,
we sped.

‘And up, beyond the sphinx-like eloud, |
I saw a elear, clean space of sky,

In which Orion, bright asd proud,
Stood, in his starry radiance high.
And the seven stars, the
Berenely smiled beyond
"Mid tears ofdoy I smiled
Fear fled, and love and

Pleiades,
the sterm ;at ease,
faith waxed warm.

Then did these words in memory wake:
Seek Him who maketh the seven stars,

And grand Orion*; who cun break
The

morning

bright,

through

death’s

bars!

dark

:

1 sought and found Thee, Blessed One,

My morning star in life’s dark night!
O ever thus bid clouds begone,
And fill my soul with heavenly light,

—N.

Y. Observer.

Then her intense

admiration.

of

the Water Lily brought a new feeling to
her heart, hitherto a stranger to all evil
thoughts—a feeling of envy. Oh! that
she too might be a water-lily,
might have
such

shining

white

petils,

and such

a

sunny heart. This new sensation so occupied her that she failed to notice certain ominous
changes
taking place

PO 0-0

THE STORY OF A FERN.

bowed

Sometimes

to every
a gruff,

passing

breeze.

hoarse-voicéd

wind

would come, and shake her roughly, but

she would meekly bend her head, and
wait patiently till the storm was over, before she looked up again, and glanced
around with a smile as if to say,
' wasn’t so bad after all I”

‘¢ That

This
strange
her on
er seen

years ago, my boy!” -

:

STEPS

This is how it all
Harry lived in
thousands of ships
and going, and like

:
happened.
a great city, where
were always coming
most boys, he loved

fh haunt the wharves where they were
moored, and watch the loading and unloading of the steamers and sailing vessels.

fore taking it, but when he

Rank grasses grew as tall as trees nowadays, the underbrush formed a forest in
itself, and wide marshy lakes lay in ev-

yielded it seemed easy enough, for”’(you
know it is always the first step that is the
hardest to take; after that, one slips

ery direction.

down, down, down,

to won-

der at all these marvelous things and look

had

once

faster and faster.

Harry's nextdownward step was tocontinue his friendship with his schoolmate,

up admiringly at the immense trees, but
the thought of envy never entered her Bob Ellis, after his parents had told him
how bad a boy he was, and how unfit for
humble little heart.
One bright morning the Fern awoke him to associate with; he promised ‘not
"and saw something new. A wonderful to have anything more to do with Bob,
thing had happened in the night! and as but the very next day he stole off with
the Fern bent over. the brink of the pool him down to their usual’ haunts, the
by which she grew, to say good-morning wharves, where the schooner of which
to some water-plants, she saw.a magnifi- | Bob’s father was captain was moored.
Deep down in his heart, Harry knew
cent white flower.
Its petals were a
shining silvery white, lustrous as snowy very well that he did not care at all for
clouds are sometimes when-sunbeams are Bob himself, but it was such fun to be al-

breaking through.
Its golden heart
quivered with every ‘movement it made,
as it swayed softly to and fro upon the
waves.
Its broad green leaves were

large enough for all the fairies in the

world to dance upon. How beautiful it
was, The fern looked at it in perfect
astonishment and
wondering delight.
*¢ What ie it?” she whispered to a Blade
of Graes negr by. The Blade was so tall

that be had to bend himself nearly doubto hear her.

** What is what?” he said.

Let's ask the Rushes, for”—— here he
_atopped in some confusion, The flower
water

had

bent

* slightly toward them, and had overheard

the conversation. A voice in whose clear,

lowed to race all over a real, sea-going
vessel, and to know areal live captain;
that was the secret of Bobs influence

over Harry. Bob seemed to enjoy doing
wrong ; Harry did not, and felt ill at ease,
although he was not. brave enough to
stand up firmly and say, ‘“ Nol” to the
tempter.

At last matters

came to

a

crisis;

Harry's father discovered his deception,
and determined to remove his son from

of Grass boldly snd = standing

sea that Harry had dreamed of, or read of,
either, in the booksof sea-tales he was so

cut up on-

ions, and wash dishes.
But it was in vain that he pleaded

for

-some other kind of work ; Bob laughed at
his distress, and his father frowned.

*¢ No, my boy,” said the latter, * yon

very

. our friend, the Fern, more shyly.

The Fern had foulld a new friend, and
for w day all was well ; she was perfectly

father

mother, nor be able to ask their

amd

deck constantly,

and

his

son,

‘as

Worthy books ‘
—P.

Eben

Shute, 20 Tremont

J.

be

tents :—Luxury—Ancient

Magazine:

Boston,

observe before children can be expected to profit by it. Gracie learns by a memorable ex-

he

wharves to tell’ his grievance

to Bob

*“ Hold on,

all!” shouted

the

sage a8 it pleases me. I am king here. It
is real good fun to run away from a nice
home, to cook at sea, isn’t it, Harry?”

And then he walked

off chuckling at

Harry's dejection, for the truth was that
Captain Ellis, being as good a man as his
son was a bad boy, had resolved to punish
Harry so severely for his disobedience
and ingratitude, that he would

never. be

apt to rebel again; so he made his position as disagreeable as he could.
So several days passed away, and the
¢¢ Speedwell” proved true to her name,
running swiftly down the Atlantic coast;
but one morning there came a change.

The sun rose behind dark, angry-looking
clouds that soon shut out its rays entirely,
and al the

same

time

the

away, and there fell upon

breeze -died-

the bosom

the great, heaving ocean a hot, still,

of
sul-

try air in which it seemed almost impossible to breathe.
The captain ordered the sails te be
farled, and the hatches battened down, so

that if the waves should

sweep

deck, they could not get below

over

the

and

sink

the ship; and then, everything being in
readiness for the storm, he noted the bar-

ometer anxiously, while thesailors watch-

ed the clouds, shaking their heads, and
whispering to the pale, frightened boys

that there was a terrible cyclone coming.
*¢ Go down below, boys,” said Captain
Ellis, ‘and don’t you dare to come on

deck again till I give

you

permission.

Go atonce, if you don't wishto be swept
overboard.”

gh

ee

:

So with a last frightened glance at a
leaden-hued ripple that was sweeping
down towards them, the boys went

down

the ladder, and just as they reached the
cabin floor,

the wind struck the schooner,

them over and

over,

side,

and

rolling

among

the

chairs,

oga
WE
and tables, and sofas,
Then the *‘ Speedwell” righted herself,
and like a startled deer sprang away over

the storm, that each

moment it seemed

that she must plunge head-foremost,
Ellis. =
Mii
down
beneath the great waves thut came
Bob had left school only
a few’
days before, and was now about to start dashing towards her.
on his first voyage with his father. Harry | All day lung the good ship fought a

knew that the ** Speedwell” was loaded, flerce battle with the wind and waves, ay,

lege and Theological School will be sent.

captain,

and Harry, though he was securely lashed, instantly grasped one of the iron rings

The

father and mother he had so wronged.
When he was able to listen, he was
told how the raft had been tossed about
by the fierce breakers, and at last landed
high on the beach.
And then, when the kind people who
lived near the shore came down to their
rescue, they found alive,
ble, only Harry, Captain

though insensiEllis, and two

How

the cheering

warms us up! We would like right well to take

our place on the floor between little Dot
and

family eat.

cover makes a happy intro-

The

ourselves

the

contents,

face

black

with

her picture-book
_duction to the
>

where,

complacent
first, we find

to face with Geo.

Cottage Hearth

Company,

11

send a message

of comfort to Harry's

Bromfield St.,

Boston.
The Literary World for December 81 should
be in the possession of every one who desires
a carefully prepared survey of the literature of
the world during 1831. Such d review fills
fiteen pages of this paper.
It begins with

parents, and so, while he lay ‘tossing in
the delirium of fever, they hastenedto his
side, and joyfully granted his prayer for
forgiveness.
Harry is a grown man now, with child-

ren of his own, and he often tells them
the story of his three steps downwards,
adding, * And I thank our loving Father

in heaven that he punished me so quickly
and severely, and checked my wicked
course. I bless ¢ the rod that smote me.'”

— Illustrated Christian Weekly. '

passes to the productions of Continental Euroge, etc., classified by countries. We remark
with pleasure the evidences of success in its
chosen line, and

ing, or doing any improper act.
Hold on to your foot when you are on
the point of kicking, running off from
study, or pursuing the path of error,
shame or crime. ~
Hold on to your temper when yon are
or

imposed

for

able publication.

Published fortnightly

Somerset St., Boston.

Price $2.00 per

at 1

year.

From Hiram Sibley & Co. (Rochester, N. Y.
and Chicago, 111.) comes to our table 3 Seed
Catalogue, brilliantly
over
a hundred pages.

culturists,

illustréted and filling
Agricultorists, horti-

floriculturiste,

fructicullurists—

farmers, gardeners and fruit-raisers, may all
well delight in the possession of such a

catalogue as this. It informs the reader at once
both what he wants and how to get it.
The Printer's Circular for December, 1881,

the point of pinching, scratching, steal-

excited,

prospeets

the future, which attend this unique and valu-

Pa
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HOLD ON, BOYS.
Hold on to your tongue when you are
just ready to swear, lie, or speak harshly.
;
old on to your hand when you are on

.angry,

of encouraging

upon,

or

others are angry with you.

Hold on to your heart when evil ‘associates seek your ‘company, and invite you
to join in their mirth, games and revelry.

Hold on to your good name atall times,

is received.

It

record of events

presents

the

usual

monthly

interesting to printers,

pub-

lishers, stationers, &c.
Its articles are brief,
fresh and spicy. We are always glad to see
this publication. Price $1.00 year, in advance.
Single copy, 10 cents: Philadelphia, 516, 517
and 519 Minor St.

The Missionary Helper for January—iebruary is at hand with its usual variety of timely

missionary

information,

correspondence,

etc. Rev. J. M. Brewster contributes an article on ** The Freedmen and Education;” Mrs,

Hills continues her interesting * Reminiscen-

ces;” Rev. A. H. Morrell speaks of * Africa—

Our Objective Point;” Mrs. V. @. Ramsey
sends “ An open Letter to Free Baptists Women”; a

melancholy

interest

attaches

to the

extract from 4 letter written by Mrs. Lawrence,
in India not long before her death.
This enu-

meration by no means exhausts the varied and

excellent table
for itis of more value than gold, high scription list of ofthecontents. We hope the subHelper will soon warrant
places, or fashionable attire.
| 8 monthly issue. Terms, 85 cents per year, in
Hold on to truth, for it will serve you advance. Five or more copies, to one address,
well, and do you good throughout eter- thirty cents each, postpaid. Address Mrs. J.
M. Brewster, 91 Smith St., Providence, R. I.
nity.
:

Hold on to virtue—it is above all price
and ull night too, with the added horrors
to you at all times and places.
of inky blackness, broken in upon now and |
Bold on to your good character, for it
then by vivid flashes of forked lightning,
is,
and ever will be, your best wealth.
and fierce, deafening peals of thunder,
|
© --0-0
ere
And down in the cabin two boys, white,

zine; together with choice

pq

o

only by action.— Carlyle.
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A stron
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Transp
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large pages each (or more than 3300 pages =

year), the subscription price ($8) is 10% Whi
for $10.60 the publishers offer to sen
any o

of the American $4 monthlies or weekijes
on

The Living dge for a year, both Postpa
id.
Littell & Co., Boston, are the publishers,
4
I

IL K. Funk & Co., 10 &12 Dey
|have begun a reprint of Mr,

&t., N. Y

Spurgeon’s

great

work, * The Treasury of David,” in accord.
ance with a “special arrangement mage
with
the author. In this work, which will |) six

Infinite
Shines
Of star
From
Throug
And ge
Till me

large octavo volumes, Mr. Spurgeon hag aimed

to gather all that is good that has: eyer been
said on the Psalms, and then hag added ao
world of original comment. It is far more
than a commentary;

itis

what its

name

Lifts bi

The va
Prone |
Whose
The pe
Where
Wide
A livid
The for

im-

plies, a Treasury of the Pealms. One sim was
to fill the volumes with homiletic biats and s,

make them helpful and inspiring to the devout
teacher or reader of the Scriptures, Of the work

And by)
lacrus

Philip S8chaff, D. D., the eminent commentator

and the president of the American Bible Re.
vision Committee, says:
The most import.

ant and practical work of the

T

Psalter is ¢ Tp,

Treasury of David,’ by Charles H. Spurgeon,
It is full of the force and genius of this cele

Ca}

bury
ably

brated preacher, and rich in selections from
the entire range of literature.” In England

the five volumes now printed are having im.
mense sales. The priceof the imported edition
in America is $4.00 per volume, cloth; $24.00

for the tix volumes.

This1s the lowest price

which we have seen quoted

bookseller’s price-list.

In

any

The

American

price of this re-

print will be $2.00 per volume, cloth; $12.00
for the six volumes: one-half
the price ut which
as the books are large
costly Lype work.

jamat
ods.
whicl
Previ
harsh
with
fects

them

ty.”

The privets Tow,

it Is now sold in_America:—

octavo

volumes snd of
=

*‘ Heart's Repose” by Adolph Hoffman—q
nocturane in the Variety Series of musical co «
positions for the pisno, can be obtained for 1)
cents of Spear & Dehnhoff, Publishers, 717
2
Broadway, N. Y.
We acknowledge the receipt for January of
a copy of the Pathfinder, which Is one of the
most reliable and popular of railway guide
books. Published by the
New England Railway
Publishing Co., 117 Franklin St., Boston. Sub.
scriptions $2.50 per annum; single eopies, 25

For sale by all periodical dealers, eto.

in it a town map of Vermont and New

refor:
kind
4 cou

them
nee
degr:

wou!
ical

1

their
great

regu
the it

self |
Hi
was |

The New Hampshire Register and Busness Directory for 1882 contains a great fund of
information, useful to every citizen, especially to
every business and professional citizen. It has

Jean |
Tor ©
er an

Hamp-

shire convenient to accompany the * Business
Directory

of

Towns”

every day in the year.

with

memoranda

for

Italso abounds in sta-

LITERARY NOTES.
The Rev. O. B. Frothingham fis employed
upon & biography of the late George Ripley,

LD.

.

An edition of 40,000 copies of the Christmas
number of Harper's Mugazine was ordered

by the English publishers.
Herr Duneker, Librarian at Oassel, has discovered an unpablished manuscript of Herder,
which proves to be 8 memoir of Winckelman,

written in 1778; -

i

Burning

Bush,”

in

his

manuscript,

*“ Horn of the Burning Beast.”

and is
Col-

him |
of pr

into

glooy
now

up ie

:

Mr. J. R. Green's new historical work, “The
Making of England,” is to bg published early
next month by Messrs. Macmillan& Co., who
will also bring out about the same time Frof.

Huxley’s new volume of Essays.

Weread in a London paper: “1 find, on
looking over the tabulated returns, that of all
recognized professions the one least Jiable to
insanity is that of literature.

According to the

returns there are, this year, 189,148 men and
women engaged as authors, editors, journalists, reporters, translators, or in other literary
work.
Out of these, twelve only sre returned
as lunatics.”
Messrs. A. 8, Barnes & Co.,

have

sold

The

International Review to" the International
Review Company.
!
Mr. William Morris the well known author
of “ The Earthly Paradise” expects soon to
publish his recently delivered course of lectures, entitled * Hopes and Fears for Art.”

The.

origin

of the

expression

* printer's

devil” is as follows: Aldus Munutius, the eele-

brated Venetian printer, and publisher of the
famous

Aldine editions, ‘had

a

small

black

slave, whom the superstitious believed to be
an emissary of Satan.

To satisfy the curious,

one day he said publicly in chureb, * I, Aldus
Manutius, printer to the Holy Church, bave

this day made public exposure of the printer's
devil.
All who think he fs not flesh and
blood come and pinch him.” Hence, in Venice, rose the somewhat curious soubriquet of
the “ printer's devil,”
The longsmooted proposition for nn interns
tional. copyright between England and the

United States bids fair to be put in practice by
the answer to the authors’ treaty scheme, made
the Philadelphia Book-Trade Association, Just
before Secretary Bluine retired from the direc-

tion of the State Depaftment, he telegraphed
to Mr, Henry Carey Baird, of the eity (Phila
delphia), to come to Washington with a com-

mittee and discuss the subject.

At a epecial

meeting of the Book-Trade Association, Mr.
Baird was appointed, in conjunction with
Messrs. J. M. Stoddart, H. T. Coates snd C.

M. Lea, to proceed to the National Capital and
confer with the Becretary of State.

written by President Hinsdale, of Hiram

ance,

taxec

Dean Stanley’s penmanship was #0 abominable that the printers once turned “ Halo of the

The

oom-

out the

preliminary formalities of a tresty-

This measure is now being circulated among

a Science of Education?” ** Notes on the DeOscar Wilde, the newly-arriyed spostle of
velopment
of Self-consciousnese;” and *‘ The
portion of his
‘English msthet leism, EO
Muchine
Education,”
The editorial pages time during the voysge in writing a poem for 2
contain some timely and sensible discussions’ Philadelphia magazine,

Doubt, of whatever kind, oan be ended

Draws |
And ga

Br
lany. This first number of the new volum
e i
an excellent one with which to begin
a ob
scription. For fifty-two numbers of 8ixtyfy

pented of “his
febellion ; more bitterly
than ever, now that he felt ho should

sand iniquities.— Waits.

Bright
*

Whewell, Macmillan's Magazine; Words
Wisdom from Goethe, Blackweods
Ma, i

lege. Following this are papers on * Schopen- publishers and anthors for approval, The bil!
hauer;” ¢ Moral Instruction sin‘ Public’ framed is equitable in every way, asking no
jfonal Bible more privileges for American authors in Bog"
8chools;” * Topical v. In
Study;” ** Oral Teaching;”
Education at land than fs granted to English authors in the
the Bouth,” by Dr, J. L. M. Curry; * Have we United Btates.— Printers’ Uircwlar,

Ab! how bitterly Harry Kramer re-

Our Su
Lonstrl
Refines
[n swifl
Where |

author of *“ The Wooing Ot,” ete; Willies!

trembling, bruised and sore, from being
tossed about by the rolling ship, ‘clung
be towed out into the bay, so that she with all their strength to the legs of the
might get out from the midst
of the crowd : heavy table that was screwed to the floor. easy there, the road is paved for a thouof other ships, and then use her sails, and
Bobb Ellis who felt rather lonely at having
to part from all his scheolfellows

Close tl

ry .

Angele,

The January~February number of Educa- mittee framed a bill, which, if enacted into »
tion conta ains
frontispiece portrait of Presk bo law.by congress, will meet all the requiredent Garfield. - The first paper is entitled ments of an international copyright law, with-

“President Garfield and Education”

Killing

storing

Macdonald

(frontispiece), and then pass to the reading of
the opening—from-#dvance sheets—of his new
story entitled “ Weighed and Wanting.” A facsimile of an autograph letter from the famous
novelist informs us that no other American
periodical is authorized to publish this story,
The contents throughout are varied and interesting.
This is one of the brightest and best
of family magazines.
Price $1.50 per year.

sailors; all the rest were either dead on
the raft, held thereby their lashings, or ‘}"Arherican and Koglish publications classified
else had been swept away; among these by departments—Art, Biography, etc.; then it

latter was Bob Ellis.
When the captain recovered his senses,
be did not forget, in his own grief, to

Mademoiselle

*

For sig

lig
man’s Nagazine; Crimean Town
Te >
ple Bar; The Freres, by Mrs. Life
Alig.

eénts.

vision of the large old-fashioned fire-place with
its crackling fire, presented.on the new cover,

what happened after this, until he roused

seen before; only bending
over hi
were two faces that were not at ali
strange, for they were those of the, dear

appearance.

3

Que ng

Cottage Hearth for February presents

an attractive

of the raft, as a huga wave came rushing
along, and rising over the stern went
dashing over the deck, uplifting and bearing far shoreward the buoyant life-raft.
Harry was never able to remember

and Modern,

terly Review; Country Life in Italy,

teaches a lesson that older people need well to

moth-

Jn ruin

It has the following table of The

publishes My Missionary Box and -1,- a well
conceived and prettily told little story which

No, there was no comfort for Ilaray,

All Nat
of Wm

Littell's Living Ape for Jan,
7 begins ¢
152d vol. of this highly
appreciated ego Te
magazine.

Bailey.

Temple,

New Eng.

——

Are not companions—they are solitudes :
, We lose ourselves in them and all our cares.

have been expected of such a bey, was
wild with fear at the danger that threatened him, and could only sob and ‘cry by

kneeling as

i

land Publishing Co.

might

the- hour.

| and suggestions. Bimonthly, $4.
single numbers 75 cents. Boston 00 per year,

3 Book Table.

forgive-

ness.
eR
He had no one to speak words of hope
or comfort to him; Captain Ellis was on

chose to steal on board my ship t6 please | -up to find himself lying in a nice, cosey
yourself, and now you must work your pas- bed, in a strange place that he had never

evil influences, by sending him to a the now foaming sea, the terrible power
boarding-school out of the city, whereup- of the wind urging her off ‘so rapidly,

rich tone seemed blended both her silver, and was to sail that very morning for
and gold said, “I am the first Water Havana, and he ran until he was out of
Lily. I have been growing up under the | breath, lest he should miss the chance of
water, and I have watched you Grass and hearing’
B3b join hit'in abusing his good,
Fern, "ill 1 know and love you both. kind father whose loving heart his disMay we be friends. Good morning I"
obedience was grieving so sorely.
* Good morning I” answered the Blade
The ¢ Speedwell” was getting ready to
' straight, and ‘ Good morning” repeated

loving

perience what a great many of her elders have

on Harry rebelled, and started off to the F oven with only her bare masts opposed to

* That lovely great white flower.”
*I don’t know, I never saw her before.

“moved by the rippling

allowed Bob to smuggle him

hot stove, and pare potatoes,

great leaves had dropped off one by one.

used

So he

fond of ; it was not much fun to stay by a

DOWNWARDS.

best of little ferns lived in a
world. Tall trees grew around |
He went to school of course, and so it
every side ; trees such as are vev--| was only after study hours and on holinow, unless it be in some far- days that he slipped off to the wharves;
away isle of tropic seas, and those not 1 say
slipped,” because his parents did
half so large and wonderful. Some of not approve of the kind of companions he
them looked much like the Fern, onmly found there, and so had forbidden his gothousands = of times larger,
as a fern ing; but still he did go secretly, while
might appear under a very powerful mi- pretending that he was obedient to his
croscope; others had enormous trunks father's commands. That was Harry's first
all covered with round scars where the step downward ; he hesitated a while be-

The Fern

does on all weak persons; it decided him

his

down into the hold of the ¢ Speedwell,” held fast to the table, he prayed as he
not yet learned, and what some, we fear,
and in a few hours more he was fossing had
er prayed before; and
as never learn,” She got her box in which to coltorrent. The Fern was frightened and about on the great ocean.
he asked Gods pardon for his wick leet money for missions, first, because he bex
And oh! how ‘he repented already of edness, and begged the good Father was a pretty thing to have, and then, beeause it
angry enough.
5
;
«Don't, please don't,” she implored this, his third step downward!
to comfort his parents when they should was rather a popular thing to do, and finally,
He had gone into the dark, close ‘hold, hear that their boy was drowned at sea, a because she desired the distinction and the
of the Mud, “ You're crushing me!”
«Pmsgure I bsg your pardon,” said smelling of foul bilge water, so that the peaceful feeling stole over him, and his rewards which she might gain by keeping
such a box. It is little wonder that she and
and send Lim
fear of death departed.
:
the Mud ' deprecatingly, *‘‘ but if you captain might not:discover
her missionary. box soon ¢ quarreled.” The
back;
but
by
the
time
the
vessel
began
to
Then
he
tried
to
cheer
and
calm
his
knew what a great weight of water is
novelty gone, she preferred to keep her money.
roll
on
the
waves
he
would
have
been
squeezing me down, you would’nt say
friend, but Bob only swore at him, and How she came at length to see and despise her
selfishness,to learn that the real secret of true
anything. I'm sorry, butT can't help my- glad to go on deck, so that he might be scoffed at the 1dea of prayer.
sent ashore on'the pilot-boat that he knew
Day dawned soon after this, and as a giving consists in self-denial, and to be happy
gelf—or you.”
:
dim light began to creep into the cabin in the joy of such self-déhial, the story re“I'm dying,” said the Fern faintly, “I was alongside.
counts insuch a way as to hold the attention
But
now
he
could
not;
he
could
only
can scarcely breathe.
Are you there
there came a fearful crggh and a shock,
closely to the end.
lie
down
on
the
hard
planks,
amobg
the
Blade of Grass? Good-bye, old friend.”
that threw both the or prone on the
* The Holy Supper is kept indeed
barrels and: boxes, feeling®deathly sick floor, and sent them rolling, like bales -of
There was no answer, he was already
In whatso we shar&” with another's need;
and
more
miserable,
body
and
soul,
than
dead.
carpets, until the ship's side brought them
Not that which we give, But that which we share
For the gift without thé giver {s bare.”
¢t Oh dear!” said.the Mud, * Don’t be he had ever been before, and crying si- to a violent stop.
so downcast. You make me feel dread- lently ahd alone, for the dear, kind father
The next moment Captain Ellis, white
The little work teaches a mest wholesome
fully. I'm very susceptible, and you've and mother, and the cosey little room at and haggard, came down the ladder, half and important truth. We hope it will be
:
.
:
widely read. Price 10 cents; 75 cents per
made a deep impression on me. I.et me home.
slipping, half falling.
:
dezen; for distribution in Sunday-schools and
Even so early was Harry Kramer betell you something to cheer you up.
I'mg
** Boys,” he said, hoarsely; ** the ship
going to keep a picture of you. This for- ginning to find out that¢‘ the way of the has struck! Pat on these life-preservers, elsewhere $5.00 per hundred copies.
transgressor is hard.”
;
est will all be chunged into coal, and
and hurry on deck.
She will go to pieces
The Bates Student for December,
1881,
Bob had been at sea before, so the
when men come to dig it thousands of
in a few moments. . Hurry, hurry, Bob. lies on our table. This magazine evidently
plunging
of
the
schooner
did
not
mike
years from now, they will see what a
Come quick, Ill help you up.”
! stands well among college publications. The
him sick, and he was
able to look
pretty, graceful little creature you were.”
On their hands and knees the two boys number before us contains three columns of
«¢ Wait!” said the Fern rousing a little after his unhappy friend. For two days managed to crawl to the foot of the lad- quotations which express the estimation in
at this.
‘Don't keep a picture of -me. Harry lay moaning in the hammock Bob der, and there Captain Ellis buckled which the Student is beld by itg exchanges.
Keep one of the great white Water-Lily. contrived to rig up for him in a dark cor- around them each a cork jacket, and then, We congratulate ifs managers, past and present, upon the golden opinions they
have
ner, but on the third day he felt so much
She is much more beautiful than 1!”
with the assistance of a sailor, helped merited and won. We commend the Student
Poor little Fern! It was the last and better that he ventured to go on deck and them to clamber up to the deck.
to the friends of college journalism everywhere,
only reparation she could make for her meet the captain.
The ship had struck othe Florida and in particular to the friends of ‘the institue
Harry shrank from that, and no wonenvious thoughts.
coast, nud while the cruel waves ever and: ition which it represents. The contents of this
« Tastes differ,” said the Mud stiffly. der, even though he knew that Bob had anon lifted and then dropped her down number are as follows: Literary:—* Eternity
of the Past,” * Products of Sorrow,” * Martin
told his father of his presence on board;
«1 crushed the Lily long ago.”
heavily on the sands, straining and shat- Luther,” “ John Mair.” Editor's Portfolio:
we
need
hardly
say
that
in
doing
this,
he
He was growing rather hard, in fact
tering her stout timbers, the sailors hasti- *—Notes, Locals, Correspondence, Literary
he kept growing harder and harder after was careful not to tell of bis own share in ly cast loose from its lashings a life-raft.
Notes, Exchanges,
Alumni
Notes, College
the Fern died, until heat last hardened” tempting Harry to so sinful an act as he
Then Harry and Bob were fastened to World, Olippings, Among eur Crities. The
‘‘ smartness ” of some college publications
into stone. But he still kept the Fern’s had committed.
it, so that they might not be swept off, tends
to show itself inthe irreverence and
So when our runaway crept on deck,
picture.
:
:
and the seamen and their captain follow- and coarseness of scoffers at religion, and in
Yesterday a little boy playing in a coal- pale, weak and dejected, he received aT ed, after placing the raft so that the next the buffoon wit of the bar-room and Theater
yard found a bit of slate stove, with the severe reprimand from Captain Ellis, and large wave that swept over the deck Comique. Itis largely because we believe the
Fern's photograph impressed on it. He the next day was set to work helping the would carry it away on its crest, for even Student means to keep above all this, that we
cook in the hot little galley where the
are willing to commend it and do what we can
showed il to the wise man in spectacles,
now the smaller waves were sweeping
who kmows all about stones and such ship's provisions were prepared for the over the doomed vessel, and the groaning to help it. The terms are $1.00 a year, post
paid. Address,
Manager
Bates
Student,
table.
things, and the wise man said :
of her timbers gave notice that yery soon Lewiston, Me. To all who will subscribe for
This
was
not
at
all
the
kind
of
life
at
« This was a fern that lived as million.
she would go to pieces.
1882 before Feb, 1, a catalogue of Bates Col-

loving parents.

great forest, a little fern. Graceful as a
fairy she swayed about upon her slender

Harry's good angel stood at his side,
and beckoned him to turn his back on the
evil tempter, but Bob laughed when he
hesitated, and ridicule acted on him as it

see

a perfect avalanche of mud, and above
could be heard the rush and roar of a

ways

in a

him.

never more

er’s teachings, and then,

There was

stalk, and she was so polite that she al-

PRESTON.

eagerly urged Harry to take revenge on
the father who wished to
sénd him to
boarding-school by sailing far away with

smothered with black mud.

1 am quite sure that Harry Kramer did
not realize what a very foolish and very
wicked thing he was doing when he
yielded to the persuasionsof his schoolmate, Bob Ellis, and consented to run
away from his comfortable home aad

BY MAY

—

1882.

until he bethought him of his dear

THREE

upon a time,” there lived

11,

todo what he knew to be very wicked;
ound her, and was one day unpleasantly astonished by sudden darkness, and’ he feared the ridicule of a fellow-creature
the uncomfortable feeling of being half more than God's anger.

*Amos 6:8.

“Once

JANUARY

hd

happy.

of Ris > ii Shy and the Jast resort of his yearning
affections—so far as the world goes—is utterly
He is in the sure road to a bitter fate.
©.
fi hear: will take on a hard iron covering, that
will flash out plenty of fire in his after contact
with the world, but it will. never—never melt!
—Donald

STAR,

—
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TREATMENT OF CRIMINALS.
of West-

governer

(Captain Pillsbury,

pury prison, in Connecticut, was remark-

ably successful in his treatment and reclumation of criminals by humane methods.
He possessed a moral courage
which approached almost to the sublime.
previous to his appointment, the usual
marsh mode of treatment was. enforced,

with the usual hardening and debasing ef-

jects upon, the prisoners,

producing

in

them a ** deep-rooted and settled maligui-

tv.)

Crime was

increasing in enormity,

and the prison. Was every year running

the State into deeper debt: Captain Pillsbury cempletely
altered thé mode of

ireatment ; he directed his efforts to the
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reformation of the
kind treatment. =

prisoners by means of
He encouraged them in
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them

their confidence;

they

ical in its ‘effects,

The

men gave

him:

manifested

the

greatest respect. for his rule; order and
regularity prevailed in the prison; and
the institution soon began to pay for itself by its ewn labor,

His treatment of one of the prisoners
was remarkable. The man was of hercuJean proportions, a prison-breaker, the tervor of the country, and had plunged deep-

erand
years.

deeper into crime for seventeen
Captain Pillsbury told him when

e came that he hoped he would not reLs the attemptsat escape
which he had
ade elsewhere. ‘I will make
you as

- omfortable as I possibly can,

and

shall

»e anxious (0 be your friend; and I ho
vou will- net getme into any difficulty
on your account.
There is a cell intended for solitary confinement,
but
we never
use it; and I should be very
sorry ever to turn the key upon anybody
init, Youmay range the place as Ireely

as I. do, if
you.” Thé

you will trust me as I shall trust
man was sulky, and for weeks

showed only very
gradual symptoms of
softening under Caplain Pills
8 influ-

ence. At length information was given
him that the man intended to break out
of prison. The captain called him, and
taxed him with it; the man preserved a
gloomy silence. He was told that it was
now necessary that he should be locked
up in the solitury cell. The captain, who

was u small, slight man, went before, and

the giant followed.
When they had
reached the narrowest part of the passuge, the governor turned round with his

Just
lirec-

phed
*hila-~
comecial
Mr.
with
d C.

| and
eomto »

ufrewitheatynong
0 bil
g no

Bngthe
jo of
of his

for»

baptized.

which,

in

1837,

feet of solid matter, and

fluence still abides with us a
making tue the words, “ He
speakefly” He leaves a wife,
two daughters.

PN

1,000,000,000

‘cubic feet.

a

miles

in

a

circumference,

cone
and

of two
feet

high. The stream thrown out by Etna in
1810 was in motion at the rate of a yard
a day for nine months after the eruption;
and it is on record that the lava of the
same mountain, afier a terrible eruption,
was not thoroughly cool and consolidated
for ten years after the event. In the
eruption of Vesuvius, A, n. 79, the seoria and ashes vomited forth fur exceeded

dence in return, and

have

even

said he, ** | have been a very devil

these

seventeen years; but you trust me like a
man." * Come, let us go back,” said the

captain.

The convict had the free range
From

this hour

he began to open his heart to the cap-

tain, and

cheerfully

term of imprisonment;

fulfilled

his whole

confiding to his

Iriend, as they arose, all impulses to vio-

late his trust, and all facilities for doing
$0 which he imagined he saw.
Captain Pills
ig the gentleman
who, on being told that a desperate prisoner had sworn to murder him, speedily
sent for him to shave

onety

be

present.

him,

allowing

He eyed

no

the man,

pointed to the razor, and desired him to
shave him; The prisoner's hand trem-

suffered much, but *bore all with
great patience, and ‘when a
plexy suddenly. closed |
her work, her frien
could all say, a good
women is gone.
:
MORRILL.~Mrs. Lawrena Morrill, wife of
Geo. Morrill of Raymond, Me., was born and
lived in that town until her death, Oot. 6. Of

her 70 years of life, 47 were

42 years ago by Rev, James Libby and

bled, but he went through it very

of her

pow-

erful race that built the ruined cities of
plains,

and

then,

retreating

before

some more warlike foe, carved out these

** God

bless you, sir! replied the regenerated
lan. Such is the power of faith in seen,
€8.

dizzy precipices,

and

found

in

them,

day bé deciphered and be found to contain

the

tragic

history

of the

wastin

people, who,

A DANGER OF THE SEA.

like the coneys of the Bible

wade the rocks their refuge.— Tribune.

The difficulty of launching boats from
The ac-

counts of shipwrecks would hardly be
Complete without a description of how
the boats were dashed to pieces or

Swamped while being lowered. It was
Ut a few days since that we had an acin mid-ocean

of the

crew of a sinking steamer by the White
Slar steamer, Germania. + The captain of
the wrecked
vessel describes ‘an attempt
'0 man the only boat remaiping seawor-

thy. The lashings
had nosooner been cut

off than the boat was washed ignina the
‘ship's guess and rendered utterly use¢88,
In fact, the unreliability of
boat:
and even life-rafts in a heavy
sea j§

remain

general lament.

CARR.—Died in’ Lower

M. T. Plersol, of No.

1636 Walle Street, Philadelphia, asking if a
testimonial in favor of
gompound Oxygen, to

which she saw her n
attached, was
genuine, and received the following repl y: “Yours
just received, It is my privilege to say, in repl
to your inquiry about the Compound Oxyge
to be, and
treatment that it is all it claims

Gilmanton,

N. H.,

Fh
.
‘
That Extreme
Tired
Feeling,”

:

H, PAYNE.

JORDAN.—Dr. Cyrus Jord an died in the Fall
in Raymond,
Me. He was a gentleman of the
‘“ old school,” able and successful in his days
of strength, a strong advocate of temperance
in earlier life, and for many years ranked
among the first physicians in the State.
He
lived and died a Christian.
A. L. MOREY.

—

—

”

Habitual Costiveness

|:
is the
From
surely
Every

bane of nearly every American woman.
it usually arises those disorders that so
undermine their health and strength,
woman owes it * to herself and to
her

family to use that celebrated medicine, Kidney-Wort. It is the suré remedy for constipas
tion, and for all disorders of the kidneys
and
liver, Try itin liquid or dry form.
ually
efficient in either.— Boston Sunday fii

Speer,

in

some cases has exceeded its premise. My testimonial is genuine, and I am always glad ofjthe
opportunity to give my voice in favor of so
t.a blessing to humanity.
As to your
HM ohse, I would say, Persevere by all
ng. I think be has everything to expect;

of coure I can not Judge intelligently for him;

he ean rely with
all confiedence upon Dr.
word. . I have known him for years,
established,
0) oli Starkey’s
faithful pbysiciun and
and
Intelligent
is an
A buoy has recently been ‘devised in He
a true man., I would advise you to k P him
England in whichit is thought the
ted, and follow his directions strictly.”
virtues
r Treatise on Compound Oxygen, contain.
of the life-boat and she life-raft have b
ing’
repofts of casés and full information,
combined. A commiitee appoi nted.
free.
Dre, Stal rkey & Palen, 1109 and
the British , Admiralty, after. making a ; sent
1 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

45 Sold by all Druggists. <&8
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There is a heavy run in the treasury for new ten

cent pieced to he used for ** bangles.’

The imitation stones made in Paris
ists of a
very pure and lustrous glass, which is frequently
colored with the same metallic oxided as ‘re:
precious stones. Thus the color of the topaz 1s
obtained from antimony
and gold; that of the
ruby from a stannate of (in, with stannate of oxide
of gold. (The well-known Bohemian rub -glass 13
colored with
gold while the ordinary
glass is

produced by

copper, and a commoner kind by iron,

Criticising the elocutionary powers of an Episcopal clergyman, a critic remarked: “ He reads
the Commandments as if he himgelf had recently
enacted
nade them,
Y
an was determined to have them

enforced.

j
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anda thousand other diseases that

Skin
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JOHN R. CLARK, Cashjer
FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
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Shore,
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Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsyyania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the
Kankakee and Pan

dress

with thé signature of *‘ I. BUTTS” on the wrapper.
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W, FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass.
Sold by druggists and dealers generally,
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St. Paul,

Volga, Fi
, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsin and the Northwest.
;
i
At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arand use the same joint Union Depot.
, close connections are made with

TPerGent.
Net.
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Co. Cincinnati,Qu

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

Every affection of the
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A traveling printer, who,

HUNT BROS,

‘Whooping Cough,

for

ment at his trade, went to work on a farm. came
in Jne ay to ask his employer if a hen should be
set solid.
f
A boot-black while smning the understanding
of a gentleman, said, looking up from the work:
‘ Some rich folks 18 mighty mean; when I'm done
they just give me three centsor so, and walks off.
1 tell you what, if God was quick-tempered, some
folks would get hurt.”

RAILWAY

the

REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
, THE CURE OF
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, '
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,

1t’s got splinters in its
tour-year.

Chicago & North-Western
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Blymyer Manufacturing
ONE

|Unadorned (with pimples) is
Adorned the Most.
If you desire a_fair complexion free from pimles, blotohes, and eruptions, take * Golden Med.
cal Discovery.”
By druggists, '
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AC MCCURDY & 00. Philadelphts, Pa.
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Jouronest members of the House of Representiives, are sometimes called by their assoolates the
*¢ Kindergarten members.”
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the
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slator BE

his Cabinet; the gontestin

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in

Being
Mr.

is ear!

Compiete.

No family should be without LYDIA E; PINKHAM'S

608 Washington

P

THIS AND THAT,

JAMES. A. GARFIELD.

PIANOS.

PARK.—Bro, John Park was instantly killed
by a falling tree in Lyndon Center, Vit., Dee.
24, aged 67 years.
He had been for many
years a consistent, conscientious member of
the church here. His sudden death has produced profound sorrow.
A wife and three
dependent children mourn his sudden removal.
May God in mercy sustain them.
E.O

THE Complete REETD.

a particularly adapted to the

LIVER PILLS. They cure coustipation, biliousneay,
and torpidity of theliver. 25 cents per box.

|

community, but their loss is his gain.
:

W niiiosntion

Wi

& CO., Apothécaries, Lowell, Mass.

L. E. HALL.

MERRITT.—~Thomas Merritt died in Columbia, Pa., Oct. 21, of apoplexy, aged 59 years,
Pro. M. has heen a member of the F. R.
church for 8 years and leaves many to mourn
for him.
RoBINS.—Died in Sylvania, Dec. 14, of congestion of the lungs Wm.
Robins, aged 77
years. A devoted member of the F, B church
for 25 years is missed both by church and

| throwing the kitten away.

A lady residing in Georgia, whose son was
threatened with consumption, wrote to one of

patients, Mrs.

Large

Dec. 3, of pneumonia, Mrs. Ruth Carr, aged
83 years,
Sister Carr had a firm trust in the
Saviour for more than 60 Jears; and when
called to lie upon a bed of sickness and death,
found Christ’s never-failing grace sufficient,
Sermon by the writer.
Text, Rev. 14:13.

feet!” was

A Blessing to Humanity.

our old

alive.

,

- harmony “with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound
is unsurpassed
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE, COM
POUNDis pre]
d at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass,
$1. Six bottlesfor $5. Sent by mail
in the form'iof pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet, Address as above. Mention this Paper.

months and fully regained
h to our delight. ‘We now
D'S SARSAPARILLA with a
ure, £23 truly yours,
J, R. SMITH,
19 Butterfield Street.

“The first
bottle has done- my daughter a
reat deal
d; her food
does not disress her now, nor does she suffer from that
extreme ti
Jeeling which she did before
SARSAPARILLA.”
taking Hoe

united

A. L. MOREY.

«I don’t like that cat.

the sides of a ship In a heavy seaway is

count of the rescue

children

]

It will at all times and under all circumstances act in,

very noticeable in her face.

“ Beauty

away by wars and famines of this ill-fate

PY mwoov
>

continually being demonstrated.

three

it

may be for centuries, both fortresses and
homes.
Perhaps the
hieroglyphic inscriptions seen by Mr. Stevenson will one

ig

H. P. K. PECK & Lo.

gestion.
*
'
SER
That feeling of bearifig down, causing’ pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

rs

grew up
baptized

numbers were present at the funeral. Text:
Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death
of his saints.” *‘ The balf of her virtues and
goodness will never be known here,” was the

well.: singular dwellings on the sheer walls of

When he had done, the captain said, “I
have been told you meant to murder me,

but I thought I might trust you.”

the theory that the Pueblo Indians are the

her

with the F\. B. church in W. Poland, Me.
She
lived a humble, consistengg’hristian life. Two

important, find

and

passed with

husband, between whom and herself
a rare and tender devotion.
She was

yet made among the ancient:haunts of the
cliff dwellers. Some of the houses contain
four or five dwellings,
one, on top of the
other, and on the plateau ahove the cliff
were found many ruins of temples of worship built of well-cut square stones. A com-

the

chan

oth-

and

General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

the Potter F. B. church in 1862. ‘Soon after he
moved West, and rot finding the people of his
cholce, cast his lot with a Meth, society and
continued in that relation during ‘life. In his
last days he gave strong assurance that his
treasure was laid up in heaven. He leaves a
wife and two daughters.
Services by the
writer.
i
3. R. EVENS.

windjng cliff, rewarded. the efforts of Mr.

Jegenerate desoendabta of the once

asad

0

It removes f,
ees, flatulency,
ysall
craving
“for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
“It ‘cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous
on,

After

XI now sleep ail
easy. .
.» If your druggist does not
118 i testimonials to

ie

(EW RICH | BL 00ew
cl
Blood, and will completely iis Wak the Db!
in
the entiresystem in three mon
Any person
who will ne 1 pill each iri
A Tto12weeks
maybe restored to sound health,
if sucha thing
be possible, Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps,
J,
8. JOHNSON
&
y Bpston, ote,
formerly Bangor, Me.
*
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Change of Life.
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833 Broadway, New York,

tion, Falling and Displacements,
and the consequent

1d not seem to
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pendedby a neighbor.
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her health;
recommend
great deal
:
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night without a
keep it, send for oi
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Spinal Weakness. and

tized by Rev. Daniel Jackson and united ‘with

Stevenson's Smithsonian Institution exloring party during. its researches in
Vew
Mexico and Arizona the past season.

pottery

:

ues ot perely

your remedy.
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Bad the diphtheria _last April.
her very weak, blood poor,

for

speedy

It will cure entirély
the worst form of Female
Come

she had been
taking
it a few days
we noticed
a change
for the ‘better
— she
n to eat
with a relishg It seemed to
e out the
poiso; ne
had left in her blood, the

thé church.
W. H. TRA¥TON.
0S
GREEN.—Ira H. Green, eldest son of Heary
and Hannah Green, died in Middlesex, March
17, of pneumonia.
He bore his sufferings
with meekness and resignation. He was bap-

tossed
Coto-

implements gathered in the cliff houses
by the exploring party with those obtained in the Pueblo villages strengthens

no

LA Was

er fall on some one of the younger brethren in

The discovery of a deserted city, sixty |
miles long, cut out of the rocky face of a

parison of the collections of
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Cure
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relief,
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Mrs. B. ¥. Loe, of Belmore, Os says of it: 1
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Hood's Togth-Powder, Only 25 Cents.

1660, Etna disgorged twenty times its
own mass. Vesuvius has sent its ashes
as far as Constantinople, Syria, and
Egypt; it hurled stones eight pounds, in
weight to, Pompeii, a distance of six

This is by far the most

|

is unequaled as a positive

c

8

bi

in the church and community, May the benediction of the Master rest on the afflicted fam-

planned

0 get me into difficulty. Is this kind?
And yet I cannot bear to lock you up. If
[had the least sign that you cared for
me—" The man burst into tears. *‘Sir,”

matter from

Dr.Stinson’s
Asthma Remedy
Alterative

t

2

£
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ly, and may the mantle of our departed broth-

This death leaves

Qo
Fy

Sold by all druggists. Price #1 a bottle or
six bottles for'§5. Prepared by C. I. HOOD

He leaves a wife, four children and
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tion,
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Permanently

Tt will dissolve ‘and expel tumors from the uterus in

rally

death, he ‘attended his last prayer-meeting,
and modestly yet earnestly exhorted his bret!
rgn to constant watchfulness and especially to
guard well the words that fall from their lips.
His last sickness was short, pneumonia accomplishing its work in three days.
A few
hours before his death he conversed freely
with his pastor, expressing a firm trust in his
Saviour. The funeral services were conduct.
ed by Rev. Charles
‘Bean of Buxton, assisted
by the writer. Bro, B. preached a comforting
sermon to a large and appreciative congrega-

the entire bulk of the mountain ; while in

miles, while similar masses were
up 2,000 feet above the summit..

church in’

In 1840, he was married to Han-,|'

er relatives.

=
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2
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valescent the color, life
ust heaith.
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always adding her own contributions to the
full extent of her ability. She endured and

occa-

4,000

68 years, 77 monthspe and
ad

r united with, the F. B,

P-3

ting properties of
overcome it, and
how | by vitalizing and enrichla ing the blood it
neutralizes and

8 | poisoned

STEWART.—Mrs.
Judith
H. Stewart of
Warner, died Dec. 20, aged 57 years. Before
her marriage she took care of all the members
of her father’s family in ‘their last sickness,
and her health became permanently impairea.
Yet she did more active Christian labor than
most of those in good health. She collected
and paid to the cause of missions about $500,

sion the sand and seoria formed the Monte
Rosini, near Nicholosa,

A. LOVEJOY,

rt of the gospel and constantly attending the
ouse of worship.
A fortnight before his

second
to 45,poured
square
nearly

this

al

o

il}

it advocated Bro. G. was one of the main pillars in thé ¢hurch, paying liberally for the sup-

Vesu-

when

On

Ly

ny

sacred legacy,
being A
gid]
two sons and

he was chosen deacon” and fulfilled the duiies
with efficiency until his death. ‘A constant
readerof the Morning Star, he was much
interested in the doctrines and methods which

deposits

Torre del Greco was destroyed a
time, the mass of lava amounted
000,000 cubic feet. In 1760, Etna
forth a flood which covered 84
miles of surtace and measured

storing and

Quickly and

[+]
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known to all aho have had any experience

nah Getchell of Brownfield with whom he
lived more than 41 years. About 20 years ago

cubic

Td

HE PROSTRATION which follows
Diphtheria, and the persistency with

WIN.~~Daniel Goodwindied in B

Brownfield.

1703,

wg

DIPHTHERIA!

Bein
turn

In ‘this calling

treatment

©

£

Mrs, E. F, MORGAN, New Castle, Me.

He united with the F, B. church in

fielt Mei, Dec, 10, aged

32.000

in

of

con-

23 days. “101839he was converted and shor

passed through

Torre del Greco, contained

was

the same hour with himself. He was a deacon
over forty years.
So consistent was his
piety,
that he secured the respect of all, and ls in-

Cotopaxi, in 1833, threw its fiery rockets 3,000 feet above its crater, while in
1854, the blazing mass, struggling for an
outlet, roared so that its awful voice was
heard at a distance of more than 600
miles. In 1797, the crater of Tunguragus, one of the great peaks of the Andes,
flung out torrents of mud, which dammed
up
the rivers, opened new lakes, and in
vins,

He

the

with this terrible'disease.
=.
The followings letter shows how the re-

>

from

integrity.

case and

two of our able and honored ministers, Wil‘liams and Fairfield. He voted for ‘all of our
Republican presidents, the last Garfield, dying

WHAT A VOLOANO OAN DO.

The stream

described
my

o

2

earnestly advised them to * do likewise.” From a
great many I have received second letters of
thanks -etating that they had commenced the
treatment and were muchbetter alveady.”

took a high rank. He persuaded many of his
scholars to come to Christ, among
whom were

tense and profound as that between those
who have known the same griefs:—W. R.
Alger.
:
Of a'l the grounds: alleged for punishment, tnat of ** an example to others” is
the most heartless
and the most unchristian. In Scripture I read of two principal objects of punishment : first, asan ex.
pression of righteous indignation ; the other, the amelioration of the sinner.—F. i.
Robertson.

‘600 feet deep.

88

which it clings to the patient, are well

With the exceptign.of rapturous love,
there is no sympathy in the world so in-

made

aged

.

=

health had been restored, and offering to send the
fit particulars to any one writing me for them
g a
1p
lope for 1. eply. Ihave
received over four hundred letters, In reply,
I

he

must not enter.— Geo. Macdonald.

wide,

Walling,

had oceasion to complain

his attention to: teaching.

and wan, and flingeth wide the doors she

1,000 feet

John
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has decided to establish a telegraph line between Irkutsk and Iakoutsk, Siberia.
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Chamberlain have defended the policy of the
British Governmert in regard to Ireland.—
An export tax on grain is'proposed in Russia.

——1It is stated in a Vienna journal that Secretary Hunt will succeed Mr. Phelps as American Minister at Vienna.——Emperor William
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Have Wistar’s Balsam
of Wild Cherry

named, | come when we shall regret the slaoghter of the |

received many assurances of sympathy in view

MONDAY, JAN. 9.——Hon. John Pierpont,
Chief-justice of Vermont, died at his home in
Vergennes,
Saturday afternoon. —— During
the first week of the year, the bench has lost
Chief-justice Pierpont, and Judge Putnam of

Mauss.

OUR

of our embarassments caused by the refusal of |

on

Baltimore

i

and, whereas, u longer delay to provide an | trees, and calls attention to the fact that while the | reputation which places it in the front ranks | had employed some of the most noted doctors,
increased endowment fund must prevent all | chief nationsof Europe have used stringent meas- | of curative agents. It has been
the market
ithoutiobtaini
n perma
rmanent relief, ’ and
growth of the college, and, whereas, we have | ;; oq to preserve the forests, we have no system of | but about nine years. It is now inrecommended
| W'caoul:oblaining
any

comets has been awarded to Prof. Lewis
Boss,
of Albany.
wis
* SATURDAY, JAN. T.——Mississippi Repubhcans and lndependents have nominated Gen.
W.: F. Fitzgerald for the U. S. Senate.—

The Chicago railway lines have reduced

?

Bates College:

E. Bates, after whom the college was

the

that

is stated

$18,000,000.—It

the
believes that
Judge ‘Advocate-General
‘Whittaker court martial was illegally called.
——@Gen. Grant thinks Fitz John Porter has
been misjudged.
THURSDAY, JAN. 5.——Yellow fever is epidemic at’ South Amboy, N. J.——The Boston
Memorial Society proposes to erect a statue.
of General Garfield. — Postmaster-General
James formally retired yesterday.——Samuel
Beckley died at Flint, Mich., at the age of 109.
FRIDAY, JAN. 6.—There is another deficit
of $250,000 in the accounts of the Pacific Bank
of Boston.——A convention was held at Fargo,
Dak., yesterday, to favor the division of Dako-

:

Farm and FRoNre. | awsus mana. 1 curs cougne, cos, son- |
chitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza,

At a recent meeting of the Trustees of Bates | Col. Von Steuben, who represented the German

crushed to death, and 60 others were serious!
injured.—The State of La. has violated fait
with its creditors three times in ten years.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 4.——The public debt
statement shows a reduction for Decemberof

nearly

.

College, the following action was taken :
:
revolutionary hero, Baron Steuben, at
a Deress, Siler jour years of patient ition » | town centennial, is the Chief Forester of
De
el of the case Dospan college ni and criticises Americans for, their
the executors of the will of the late Benjamin | neglect of the forests. He thinks the

in the flames, 4 were

6 perished

floor below.

x

11, 1882.
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